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Introduction 

1.      The Seminar on Direct Reduction  of Iron Ore - Technical and Economic Aspecto ves 
he-Id in Bucharest   (Romania) anù Gala ta from 18   bo 23 September 1972.    More than  300 
experts from  }•} oo-rntrieu participated in the Seminar;    there were I4? Speakern in  the 
discussions.    A list ef participants was circulated nt the meeting (oTEEL/Sem.Dir.Red./ 
Gerì ./Coni .  Room Dor .  lío . 2 ) . 

The programme of the Seminar vas the one established by the Steel Committee's 
Preparatory Group for this Seminar (STEEL/246), and a list of the papers presented 
is reproduced in Annex I of  the present report. 

3.      Mr. D.  Hi ta (Romania) and Mr. A.T.  Barnaba (Italy) were Chairman and Vice-Chainaan, 
respectively. 

'opening session 

•4.      The participants were addressed by Mr.  N. Agaehi, Minister of the Hetallurgicai 
Intrus try of the Socialist Republic of Romania» vho stressed the importance of an 
pxrhanß* of technical and economic experience within the framework of international 
:y--un*IT.    He also provided a survey of the development of the Romanian iron and steel 
Luúuiwxrjt outlining the future chanceo and planned improvements of  the host country's 
ir a and steel industry and expressing the great interest displayed by Romanian 
raftailurgisto for the future development of direct reduction.    Participants were also 
gr'^iel by Mr. D.  Joita,  Deputy General Mayor of the City of Bucharest, and by 
Mr. E.  Conrot (Luxembourg),  Chairman of the Steel Committee of the Economic Commission 
for Europe.    The Secretariat conveyed the greetings of the Executive Secretary of the 
Economic Coianission for Europe,  Mr. J. Stanovnik. 

GE.7?-?5155 
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Suxzo.iy of the- Working Sessions 

The different  technical  aavl  e-icnomic aspee io  of cure*. 
throe  separat- .-¿¿ions. 

reduction uer^  discussed i): 

'1 c~'ûL2»-Lr F.tientific and  econonio  i^poets of direct reduction processes 

¡1011 •U ley for  chi.? ¡..-rrion vere Kr.   .'.  /;i,ûier  (France), 
Kr. X.   Meyer (Federal Republic of Germany)   md Mr.   B.  Trentini  (France).    A 
discuasion paper sumr-arising the   variou?-: contributions;  *o~  ills 

•^«vented (STEEL/3em.Lir.Iît>d./D--.sc.T). 
session was 

b.      To facilitate discussions   the eiehteon papera of this  uassion were presented 
in three' groups: 

(a) galeone re-due ti on in shaft  furnaces  and in fluidized beds; 

(b) reduction  in rotary kilns and in the Luhatti furnace; 

(c) other proceoees and general aspect.-. 

(a)    Gaseous reduction in .shaft furnaces and in fluidi aeri beds 

7-      Of the eight papers in this group,  lour dealt with the shaft furnace,  three with 
fluidized beds, and one had a n.ore general character.    The first naper described the 
MIDDLANB-ROSS procese  (paper I - ',.) and provided informtion on the experience gained 
.in  the most recent installation of this type,   i.e.  at the Hanburger Stahlwerke G.M.b.H, 
tl'iulurg, Federal Republic of Germany.    The second paper dealt with the ARMCO metallising 
process  (T - 7) and presented the installation wider construction in Houston, Texas. 
rhis paper was followed by a description of the PUROFER process and the results obtained 
m    ne  pilot plant of 500 tons per day at OUrhausen,  Federal Republic of Germany.    A 
paper on the ICSM focosa   (ill - 2) provide .. the results obta ned in a Romanian 
'/ •Pimental installation;     this pácese h_ L. .ioned ".„  :ir. Agachi, Ki nib tar of 
ric Metallurgical Industry of Romania as being of particular interest for the furthe- 
development of the country'e iron and steel industry.    The last paper (i - ll) in this 
qr >cp gave tv  results of industrial operation of  ohe HyL process and described the 
lurt.icr developments v/liich ere under way. 

b.      Among the papers dealing with gaseous reduction in fluidized beds,  there was one 
oesonbmg the NOVALFHR process  (i - 5),  providing a detailed economic outlook for this 
KVPc of pro :3s.    Paper III - 16 dealt with the FIOR process, and paper I - 15 gives 
considerati^  to a number of basic aspects of blended ores in fluidized beds. 

9.      This first group of papers was received with great interest by the participants, 
a« vaj also brought out by the number of questions asked in the course of the 
discussion.    The questions  concerned mainly the different technical,   technological and 
econome aspects of the individual processes described, but in particular the actual 
pro. tien volume reached,   difficulties of operation encountered and the corresponding 
economi.c data 
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(fc)   Réduction in rotary kiln* and in the Lubatti furna-u 

10. Paper 1  -  14,   or. the   3L-RN process,   rivf» a ¿urvuy of  tí í   installations which have 
b:;en built in tht-  different regioni;    f  th<   world, &yinc exf iananions for difficulties 
encountered and taking a took   if •ho pro ere UP   uhieved.    Tht- Krupp Sponge Iron Procuas 
in  the subject of pa por I  - 16;     it pro video  a  description of resulta achieved at the 
pilot plant scale ar/i giv*s information on the plant »ander construction in South Africa. 

11. The ensuing discussion dealt in particular with thw characteristics of each process 
with the possibili ties of extension from pilot  ,,] mt stag"  to industrial  scale,  with the 
characteristics of raw naterials,  energy and  fuels, with refractories,  and with the 
scale and maximum pnntàble production per unit.    Referring to  the difficulties 
encountered in several installations which had been constructed  in developing countries, 
the representative of the United ifaticna  Industrial Development Organization (UHXDO) 
stressed the importance ..f obtaining sufficiently reliable data or-  individual processes, 
in order to diminish the risk of failure:    mention was mad-?  in this context of  the 
construction in India,  under the auspices of UNIDC, of a rotary kiln for testing 
different raw materials.    The discussion of the paper on the Lubatti process (II - 7), 
which had been used in Italy during the 1950s,  centred mainly on the principles of heat 
transfer. 

(c)    Other processes and general aspects 

12. In this group there were three papers describing research work undertaken in the 
USSRî    Paper 1-3,  making an evaluation of direct reduction for the blast-furnace 
charge, for steel making and for the production of iron powder;    paper I - 10,  comparing 
the different direct reduction processes,  pointing to the possible economies for 
production of high quality steels, and predicting that in the USSR the further 
development of direct reduction would be for high-quality steels  rather than for current 
steels;   pape.: I - I,  describing a pilot installation with a rotary grate kiln,  using 
methane injection through tuyeres into  the ore bed, and providing information on an 
industrial scale plant under construction in Krivcirog.   The discussion on those papers 
was mainly on future production of pre-reduced material in the USSR as weil as on a 
number of technical  subjects, concerning particularly the method of reduction on a grate. 

13. Paper I - 9 presents results of laboratory work and amali pilot installations for 
reduction of a blend of ore and coal, using outside heating.    The  discussion of this 
paper was mainly devoted to the problem of difficulties of heat-exchange.    Paper I - 4 
raised a number of problems from the viewpoint of physical metallurgy and suggested 
various orientations for research work,  particularly for use of pre-reduced material 
for alloy steels;    the ensuing discussion turned around the physio-chemioal aspects 
of controlled reduction of the different oxides.   Finally, a paper was presented (i - 13) 
giving a survey of the increasing production and use of pre-reduced material, and an 
outlook until 1985. 

14. Session I ended with a general discussion on all papers presented, thus permitting 
a comparison of the principal characteristics of the different direct reduction processes 
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Gf-osion  li - Rav; material and  energy situation for direct reduction 

15.     The disunion leaders  for  this  0- ssio» were Kr.  J .'.•/.  Shea  (United States) and 
>ir.   it.A.  Jansoi   united Gtates).     A. discussion paner summarizing the  various 
:ontnhution:j for *hio  sesión vr^  presented   (GT^L/Sem. Dir. Red./Disc .II). 

J6.     PO facilitati   discussiüí.S  the eleven papera vere presented  in four groups: 
Group  (a),  dealing wi Ui r.norgv requirements,   takin/r into account,  the world energy 
situation and expected   tr?nd;,;    Group  (b),  dealing with the nrinciples of gaseous 
reduction and the various methods of .aanufacturing reducing gases;    Group (c),  dealing 
with  the relationship?  be'ween available irrn ores  and suitable direct reduction 
processes for their us*;, and Group  (d),   dealing -ith the solution of the possible 
problems arming from reoxidation of ne talli zed ere materials.     This system proved 
efectivo,  since some  questions  raised b.v .no paper were answered  by another in the 
same group and t,},> vary active discussions--contributed substantially to the aubiects 
covered in this session. 

I?.     In the first group of paperr.  the metallurgical route of direct reduction and 
steelnaking in Metric arc furnaven was compared with the conventional method of blast- 
furnaces and oxygen converters,  against the background of the world energy supply 
situaron and the shortage and  increasing prices of coking coals.    While energy 
consumption for th* conventional process is approaching the theoretical minimum, energy 
requirements for the direct r. duetion/eiectrie arc furnace systems are now on• vew 
slightly hiflhar and are expected  *o V  reduced through further developments  f«anerH-l) 
*ecwit  reports already indicée  that, when actual prices are applied to  the types of 
energy used, present energy costs for the latter system are lower tlian for the 
conventional plan*. ' 

lb.     Because of thr increasing demands for all kinds of energy,   the application of 
nuclear heat for industrial  processes is being actively explored,  including its use 
in  the 3U-el industry,    livch a system would use the process heat of a nuclear reactor 
to produce a reducing gas for the direct reduction process,  and,  at the same time, 
générât- the electric power  ic mai:,- steel from the reduced iron products. 

19.     Two concept:: were describf-I,  on-site employment of a nuclear reactor in an 
integrated ateei plant,  -...Uh  -Jl of the energy produced consumed within the plant 
ipaper II-3J, and a centralized energy station,  supplying both reducing gas and 
electric power to satellite steel plants, with the second concept apparently offering 
more flexibility (paper II-2).    Present technology dictates that a steel plant with 
an on-site nuclear reactor would have  to be of  5 to 4 million tons annual capacity, 
producing steel in 6 OH? electric arc furnaces at 75 tons per hour each.    While the 
necesary size oí such a plant could impose certain limitations such as size of markets, 
return on investment,  etc.,   these would be the same as for a conventional plant, but 
¡^L t« ¿«ver.    Also,  while these nuclear concepts envisage about the same 
energy consumption as the conventional processes,  energy cost would be cheaper, and the 
bf^fln WaYXpre3^d *••* stable high temperature nSlear reactors may Taxable 
by 198°! a Small"BCale steel ?lant based on «* nuclear concept could be installed 
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20. The oecond gre.up of papers  d^alt with reducing gas ge;uerai J on .and onora- 
re quirementn.    While the  technology of direct reduction pr, ;e;;oes is  utili  developing, 
technically and economically feasible processes  are available,  -;ith   ; he ne tallized ore 
produced being used for steel  production ^n electric arc furnaces.     Various  fossil   fucit 
servo  as reducing agc-i.ts for iron oros -- rotating liilns using various   1.7pes ci' solid 
Ciirhca materials;    3lvf ¡¿-fumacs,   retort processes md  fluidir.ed  bed reactore employing 
converted naturai gat'.    Energy rjquireco.to  vary  between }.'.) and  /]. 5 Gcal/ton of sponge 
iron for a highly metallized product vliich c:un   Lo  directly used for vUyil production 
(paper 11-11). 

21. Reliable technologies are available for  the  economica]  production,   from various 
source uateriali,   ;f inducing gas «s which always   contain mrin'ly hydiugon .and carbon 
monoxide  (paper 1-12).    Gas recycling and the re-use of top gar for reduction gas 
production improves  the economics of all gas-based  direct reduction processes,  especiali 
m the shaft furnace concept.     Because of the presence of high-quality natural  gar. in 
Romania,  a considerable amount  of work has resulted in the development of industrial 
scale  direct reduction protestier,,   the products of which also include iron powder for 
application in sinter metallurgy  (papero II-3,   11-9). 

22. The third group of papers  focused on the ruitable   types of iron ores,  by process 
and in relation to local conditions.    The physical 3hape of the ore  to  be chosen is 
process-dependent.    The rotary kiln seems to be flexible in this regard,   the shaft 
furnace and  the retort can reduce lump ore and pellets, while the fluidized bed reactor 
needs fine ores of exactly defined grain sise.    '2hn use of fine ores may have economical 
advantages over lump ores;    however,  pelletisation often has then to be considered as 
another cost factor (paper II-5). 

25.    The iron content of the ores is very important,  with low grade ores being only 
economical in certain geograpMc areas, although the reduction of iron-containing waste 
products may be justified in certain cases.    Generally, high-grade ores are the most 
desirable,   because of their reductibility as vre 11 as reduction behaviour, and it may be 
more economical to import theeo ins Load of using low-grade local ores. 

24. Since the removal of gangue is not possible in direct reduction,  and since this 
must be done through the slag phase of the arc furnace steelnaking process,  the gangue 
content of the ore normally should not exceed 5.5 per ceni.    A high gangue content will 
increase power consumption,  although this may be partly compensated by continuous hot- 
charging of the sponge iron to  the melting furnace  (paper II-j). 

25. The introduction of direct reduction is of special interest for the Arab countries, 
which are rich in iron ores,  but fully dependent on imported coke for the use of the 
blast furnace process.    Since these countries are also rich in petroleum and natural gao. 
gaseous reductants are available at very low prices.    Process development,  whioh has 
been under study for a considerable period,  is continuing with the possibility of 
establishing an Inter-Arab integrated steelplant,  bated on direct reduction,  to produce 
one million tons annually.    Major problems still exist in the concentration and upgradinf 
of domestic oree (paper 1-17). 
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,.'6.    The papera ami  '"OiitriluLici.-. «if   Ju   fourth ¡proup «ti.'jeuured   liv o h eroi e try and 
reoxidation of metallized  ere product:: and  protective measures againat it.    Sensitivity 
depend» mainly on  the   technolo^lce"1   oorJ:+-¡.-.ns of J.ho redaction procer and  the physical 
nature of the product,   with rome having almont   m   tende/iey   tu  ree.Xj.aise,  wnile other? 
can be protected  by  payai vati on or by bricpi^ttirg {x^perx   II-1 ),   T.T-ú).    Various  other 
methods are suggested  for pre tool ion,   iivlvdin* masU- mnt,i»-\Uln,   eiiher as individual 
shells around eizod ore or ?f  team cov.-r -n piitj  o\' .Mpongc .:.""on.    Protection with 
piar; lie materials can be applied with inoxpor.uiV" equipment ,-vnd „it ecvnouieal eoctf.. 
All  direct reduction companion were onnfiden'!   th-_.t  reoxidation dooi; not create nroblems 
in the use,  shipping and coring of r^talTi"ed    re.   as long an  the zieceasr^xy'yr&caxrtxoti^ 
are  taken. 

Session III - The place of direct[reduction in M i ron and steoluaking 

27. The discussion leaders   ''or this .-.es fi evi ver :• Mr.  A.T.   Barnaba (Italy) and 
Mr.  I. Tripsa (Romania).    A dis cue fi on n\ooj  summarizing the various .contributions 
for this session was presented  (STEEL/Seu.Dir.Ri.-d./Dice.Ill). 

28. Although this final  session was intended for deal ini' entirely vith the use of 
prereduced material for pig iron end crude stool production,   there was also a number 
of papers of a more general character:    one contribution  (lll-l^) voiced, certain doubts 
on the further rapid development of direct redu; ti on;    i . remained, however,  the only- 
one not sharing the general   >ptinism for direct reduction.    There vas al3o a paper 
(III-IO) describing the activities of the united Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO) in the field of the iron and steel industry, with particular 
reference to assistance provided to developing countries which install or operate direct 
reduction plante. 

29. Among the main papers presented the importance of tvo contributions should be 
particularly stressed;    one dealing with the possibility of using the blast-furnane 
itself for achieving reactions of direct reduction;  with a view to reducing coke 
consumption to the minimum (paper III-l):    the other,  describing the present state of 
development of the ¿¡IKEM process, which utilizes the gas arising from the electric 
reduction furnace for achieving a pre-redu~tion ani a pre-heating of the ore, Lunedia tely 
before it is charged into the electric reduction furnace itself (paper III-I4). 

30. As far as the treatment of the session's principal cubject js concerned, it can be 
said that the expectations of participants and their specific interests were fully 
satisfied.    The aim wac  to be informed on the practice of plants ueing sponge iron 
in the charge of blast furnaces and of electric reduction furnaces for the production 
of pig iron, and in electric, arc furnaces for the production of crude steel. 

51.    The papers presented and the exchange of view have shovm that the use of sponge 
iron in blast furnaces and in electric reduction furnaces is economical in particular 
cases.    There was general agreement that, when pro-reduced material is used for the 
production of pig iron,  a sponge iron of high degree of metallization should be used? 
the reason being that the cost of reduction increa-es noticeably for each percentage 
point above 80 to 85 per cent of reduction. 
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34.     r!hero  wao ¿renoml c^rci^nt  tha+ oonKiderabl.   ix.rr v*-..r.\   in  .t^l quilts   or. 
d<riv«:;d frcn.tli,, ur.o .^  .>p r^;..  ir n;    thtrt   :T-.    rt^lL.-J;. rr   *h       i-ir.  trvt  v. ry hiiii 
qiu-lity r.teeli   c.n only bt. pr'Khi^cd  utnrtinr fr r.  ¡:p- n/*t  ir«n. 

'ir. As far rs  tho ..- noinic  .-rnr^o-t^  -rt   cu-   HKù,   il vv-,   cr.>^  n. r<   or. urf.t out that 
production arri u¿-c of rprii^c ir,n in inti.rr.t.  i  j liit;     r».  o,:,nc:i    :.t.   .utput l^Vilr up 
to  tv, million  t jis i or ,ycrr. 

36. During the  frcsstion nn intorectiiig rtu.;,,     f   th.- fr--t.rr uhii, ilct-.rciin^   the  oh.r-u--^ 
t«rintics  of  prc-rodu'xJ p,.llc-t:-  ;•;••:.-.  '.Ito   prv.,j.,nt,.f.       'ñicn.   «ir.    ;J.tí-..  u.-;p<.rtj  illurHrr.ti 
tht  interest wliich cxiata in Sprin,  Ruionio.   ma  in  th¿  Ar::b -,antritt for îu'in*.; -tir., '"t. 
reduction priocet^ccj    p;.rtieulor • .tt-.nticn v:^  ííiv.:r   in thoüo  po-i^rr. t    pr bloi.it. which 
arc ccnocr. fc-r c -unvrion which  h- n-t hovo a:oi utic  >   Kiivr •-     I  rxourv^o. 

37. In conwluoion,  it   o.n be  üí id  thr t the  thirl  o.m-i n vi; o v-„ry  wi 11  o0cu;¿untodf   and 
that it ho.L=  thr.'wn lischt    n  -.   nur.bt-r ,1   intoroatiru1- qucatii no, ^oxticularly oi-,  th^iu   whi 
nay arise in the use of pro-reduced Poteri.: 1 in   ntuel-CioItine yhoj-;-.. 

Main findings of  t.hu ¡-¿Linox 

38. Two   i  thu cot iaportojit olenent.i inv--.lv.id ir. all ir n r;;d fteeliuakinf* procos o-r   .r 
raw aatori.alr  oaid energy,  i'-id  their ovailability ind prioo  rre   f p,-rviount ir.p,,rtoiinc. 
Ihe-ae f^ctoro  are,  in tum,  influencio by tht   rapid f*r \%h  f worl(i  .steel cijnsuupti.n 
*nd production:    while world population has slightly :u .ro th.n   io.ubico  since  the berinni 
of tht- century,  world :.teel  concunption hao ¡Multiplied olxteen time-o.       In the   e. urt".-  -T 
this ro.pid growth of  the inrlustrj.r,   it:-; otructure    ;nd  o-Oi.;;r.phicol -lintribution   .;   well 
aa the technology used have been  ßubie-ct t.   iiuportant  charleo,   -ya-:    n..  of tht= i;. o;t   re-cen 
chfjnges invulvto tlio diroot reduction <i iron    re. 

1 
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*l*<.    The  nomina- h-,..   provider      vi:/ u^ful   framework f.»r a review of  the 3tate of 
ti-- velopoont.  -./"   !ÌiT,",  r<-ju-tion  proccj-sej,   for an  exchange of experiences gained in 
iiff>rent  couriru:. o.w   l -e-limò,   under differing circunstancia of raw materials and 
.¡nere/ input,   an••      r r •cruron-.iit.   or.   »Le  ¿ ¿.niahtfd produ-t.. 

41--.    Among  the prr'..,^r,j--p«  e\aainr>d at  the -nitsct of  the  seminar,   several preved to have 
escome oj «rational j     t.lif-y  are Tu-uily  they-   using - m an industrial  scale  -- ga3eous 
reduction in sKtft  *urraeoK,   .:i th either discwntinuoue charging and decharging,   or fully 
•'oriUnuouc   proceder.     Thr» remin-ir !ia- íTUSO  rhovn  th,;t  important efforts arc being made 
to achieve  industrial,   I ,rge-scale nr'xnietion by using gaseous reduction  in fluidized 
bed.-,  and  by rechu tior,  ;.n ~"farv  kilnu with c<->al   and/or gas,  or with other hydrocarbons. 
it- was alno  no tea  that   v< s>¡ar h is underway  Lo develop other method^vdxLcJaj30uld, in ihe 
jonger run,   gain in i-lgnif ican<-o. 

41. 'Hie various aspects -f the Hvailati1 ity ,mà ut;e of energy were also examined; it 
was shovn that in mar;- i« íána th'- it. c of energy sources other than coking coal can be 
en vi,s aged . In t-u.;- :on',«xt U should b~ noV«i that it was possible during the seminar 
to comparo with a relatival;,  high ¿"grec of precision,   the respective energy balances of 

- the ro-jalled    ]aus^ al   riut.:,   comprising; the refining with oxygen of 
blast-furnace pig iron,  in c-r'-ain oaeec making nee of a pre-reduced 
bias t- furnace  jiiarge ; 

- the  rout*-  bated    t    the direct je-   of pre-reduced material in electric 
arc*  furnace. 

While the   total -m-rgy cons--action ir. *;u:h of these- routes je rather similar   the 
proportions  he li! by solid,   liquid -T g&::eoue fuels are  very different from one to another 

• !••'.    Among the  variami  sc\ir> <*a of ener-gy vhich   ;ome  into consideration for U3e in direct 
rnduotir-n,   an increasingly  prennent place aay be hele  in future by  the process heat, of 
high-temperature nuotar i • «ae tors ;    their laical   function could be to generate a 
reducing1 ga^  no m l i «t< electrical  energy. 

43-    The trainar hat oox'uttel  the r^viev of variou3 uses of pre-reduced materials,  and 
it was* »huvii  that   <)v <;i*'ctri'   arc furnace i«  che ir mo3t important cutlet.    The 
."pplicatioii of contin-ou.'  ffarrnn,- is rapidly expanding,  and its advantages appeared to 
lia-ve be"ii  pro ver,. 

44.    The utu-  of pr('-reduced material  in blast furnaces  i3 lese widespread;     this problem 
han, however,  b-m .-'-uujed in great detr.U,  by making tests in both experimental blast 
furnaces .-,r xn fuma-es of .-'meli capacity.    The advantages of pre-reduemg the charge of 
electric pug-ir-m furn«, -es V-T»   aleo ntressed, a practice which is already used in some 
iron and  nti el  planta. 

11.    In t.J«;ir entirety,   the papers presented (jave rise to animated discussions,  not only 
on  thr Bubjt'.-t of direct reduction in general, but also on the production routes which 
may  bo unod   ir.  future   <Y.>r jteel production. 

J 
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46.    One of tho important features of the seirinar was  the prevision of infornation on 
direct reduction plants which had been operating on an industrial scale.    In this way, 
the rather more theoretical data available from pilot plants or from laboratory 
work could be reviewed against the background of actual experience.    It was found that - 
as is   the case for any technological innovation - the   transition from pilot installatici 
to industrial seals operations still presentpd certain problems;     there is, however,  an 
increasing number of examples of installation« working economically, each being adapted 
to local conditions (e.g.  availability of natural gaa,  fuel oil,   £ood quality iron ore, 
as opposed to coking coal,   coke and scrap;    specific  investment cost;    quality and type 
of steel products  lo be produced;    relationship between scalo of production and market 
size).     Por this reason,  it would aeem that the efforts of the industry to provide more 
universally applicable solutions should be continued. 

47-    The documentation presented and oi3Cussed at the seminar had been prepared by 
eminent experts from many countries;    it was regarded as an important contribution to 
the literature on the subject of direct reduction.     In order to mal:e this information 
available to a wider circle of interested persons,   the Steel Committee may wish  to 
derestrict the papers presented at the seminar. 

48.    It was also suggested that the Steel Committee  should consider the possibility of 
including in its programme of future '..'ork an item dealing with the further evolution of 
direct reduction.    Given»   furthermore,   the close relationship between the products of 
direct reduction and the electric arc furnace,  the Committee may also wish to undertake 
a project devoted to electric steelmakintf. 

49«    Unanimous appreciation was expressed to the authorities of Romania for the 
excellent arrangements made for holding the seminar in Bucharest and for the visit 
to the Galatz iron and steel plant,  for the efficient organization of the meetings and 
for the generous hospitality offered. 
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LIST OF FAI'ERS PRESENTER AT 'ilE. SEHIFIRR ^ 

SESSION  I - SCIENTIFIC AND ECC1T0MIC ASPECTS 
OF DIRECT .EDUCTION PROCESSES 
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STEEL/Sem.Dir.Red./Disc. /I 

i      ñTEEL/San.Dir.Kcd./T-2 

3TEEL/Sem.Dir.Red./I-7 

STEEL/Sem.Dir. lied. /l-6 
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Title 

Scientific and economic aspects of direct 
reduction processes. 

Fy: I ir. J. ASTISI-, -'ranee. 

The use of tne Hiddland-Ro3s direct 
reduction process in small or medium scale 
iron and stool plant. 

uy:    I:'r. W. IJiSCiíLAlíl'Ji £^_al., Federal 
Republic of Germany. 

ARMCO's Metallizing Process. 

lay: Mr. W.E. îtARGILALL, United States of 
America. 

The PIFROFER Process - Description, first 
industrial results, heat balance. 

Fy: Messrs. F.F. TfûTnà  and G.Ir. LAIÎGE, 
Federal Republic of Germany. 

The NOV ALFER' process - economic aspects. 

By: Fr. G. IG0UI1EHC, France. 

The FIOR procese for Iho direct reduction 
of iron ore. 

Fy: Mr. K.J. OEKLFERG United -States of 
America. 

The J!yl direct reduction procesa - past, 
present and futuro. 

Fy: Mr. R.  LAU^EliCF,, Jr., United States 
of America. 

Some considerations on the reduction of 
blended iron or^n in fluidità beds and 
the utilization of high density briquets of 
prereduced materials. 

Fy:  Messrs. A. FI CAJJJJìA and -.LITIGIO, 
italy. 

1/ The papers are listed in the order of presentation. 
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STEEL/Sem.Dir.Red./lli-- 

STEEL/Sem.Dir.Red./l-14 

STEEL/Se«. Dir .Red. /l-l6 

STEIL/SeB.Dir.Red./lI-7 

STEEL/Sea. Dir. Red./Il-l 2 

STEEVS«B . Dir. Red. /1- 3 

3TEEl/SeB.Dir.Red./l-4 

SîlSVSeiB.Dir.Red./I-8 

STEEI/Se». Dir. lied. /I-IO 

-'lile 

Direct reduction < .' ir¿n orce m a, shaft 
furnai.o-lCfcJ'. procesr.. 

ïîy» íir. v.  I'.MVJi/L'CV et ./.!., Romania 

Sl/KIi proceus:    proda "tion of sponge iron 
Uíún¿-   uoiiú reduct^nU . 
r.y:    M«8urí. H.  SERíüNT anu V.  JAMIE, 

lederli .'©public of Gorman;»'. 

The krupp 'oponga iron proporr - its products 
and appi inni ione 

:.yi     ::«rcm. ù. ?ffiYBì et a}.,  Federai 
i.t'puliii' .-?f Germany. 

Directly from irc>n or«?  to otecl with 
babatti'e process. 

I:y:    Mr. A.T.  u.RMÀBA,   Italy. 

Influence of /íxiotie types of raw material© 
on the costs lor production of aponge iron, 
applying the îïL/RIÎ process. 

Lyt    I jr. C. REUTER,  Foderai Republic 
of Germany. 

Henearch on processes of direct reduction 
of  iron 'rom oreo. 
T>. •y 1     Hr. N.I.  GAVELuV  et  al.,  ÜCSií 

SOBJC observations on the future of direct 
reduction fron U;<"> standpoint of physical 
Metallurgy. 

Bys    fir. F.M. G1ELEN,  submit tod at  the 
invitât ion of the host-government. 

Carbo-thermi. pro, tes for the reduction of 
iron orea. 

By 1    iir.  L. VISHYOUSKY et al.. îîuneary. 

Evaluation of processes  «>f direct 
reduction of iron ores,   trends in their 
development E and future proppocts. 

By*    Mr. A. r/TMKELFAidJ and Mr. A.l!. K3Œ1KV» 
USSR. 
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Htudy of the process  of metallisation of 
iron ore pellet« with complete or partial 
uae of naturel ¿ae r.o   the reduetant. 

'Jy:    F.r. G.v. rv. ¡i; _çj_ça., KïSK 

The  increasing   production and use of 
directly-reduced  iron oro.      Forecasts for 
1971* to 198',». 

Oy:     I-tr-.   /.R.  ...ILLEii,   submitted at tho 
invitation of the hor-t-govemment. 

SBSSIylT II - RAW IATERIAI* AIO ENERGY SITUATION rV-.' DIRECT REDÜCTI01T 

üTHEL/Sea.Dir.Hed./l-lJ 

bTEEVSea.2ijr.Reà./DiBC. II 

STm/Se«.Dir. Red./ll-l 

3TEEL/Seffl.Dir.Red./H-3 

STEEL/3«E.Dir.Hod./lI-2 

STEEL/S*B.Dir, Ked./II-11 

Ii'Ha/S«i.Dir. Red./l-i: 

ÌiTEEL/Fen. Dir. fled. /ïI-8 

Raw Tat eri eil and energy situation fur 
direct  reduction. 

Ry:    fir.  ¿J1ÎE/.,  'inited otates of America. 

Energy in prereduction processes and variou' 
routes in steel-making. 

By:    I-tr.  J. AÜTIER et ai.,  France. 

Diversification of energy sourcec for the 
iron and steel industry. 

By:     i,r.  A.  AlL'CRilM,   Italy. 

Lon^ term trend;;  ir. the proceca technologic 
•application of nuclear hoab  ' o ironicaking. 

Ry:    Ressre. './. V'ÛlZhl and F.h. i:L0CK, 
cedersi KepubJ::.- of Germany. 

Requirements £overMn¿'   the  corporation of 
reducing   ,a.- ïiyr ir-m  -.¿¿>. reuueticn. 

Iiyt    Ix-eera. K.R. iAlffJ-r. cmd G.Ü. lAMGE. 
Redorai Republi     -4' Conaany. 

Generation of wi allure i cal reducing gae. 

Ry:     ÌìT.  !'..>.  MAŒ'-'P,   ttuly. 

The \ia.'' of metiuji^ in  '.Re reduction of iron 
oxidiio. 

By s    i!r.   2.  RiliiCIUÍZ  ...* Romania. 
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By: Kr. .v. HATAIJL5OT, Roaeiua. 

Process for the direct redaction of iron 
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?y: Mr. "J. KALIA ^ ¿¿« > Federal Republic 
oí  Germany. 

Gaseous reduction ns the future basis 
of iron and c total nanufactvre in the Arab 
countries. 

By:    îir.   3.Y.  E!JL,  ,-.rab Republic  of Kgypt. 

Reoxidation in connexion vit h the .storage 
and transportation of metallised ore. 
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Protection of sponge iron from reoxidation. 
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By: Kr. A.T. BARNABA, Italy. 

Direct or indirect iron? 

By: Mr. D.H. JURDEN, Canada. 

UNIDC's technical assistance activities in 
the field of the iron and steel industry, 
including direct reduction processes. 

2y: Mr. B.R. KIJHAWAN, UNIDO. 
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Improving blast-furnace performance with HIB- 
<eyperi mental-blast-furnace results. 

Mr.  Jy.fi.  WHITE -it  al..   United States of Meri 

Results of und remarkt;  on the use of directly- 
redueej ruétterial  in conventional electric 
reduction furnaces. 

Bys    Hi-.   H. KÖNIG,  Federal Republic of Germany. 

Presene  atatus of the ELKEM pretreatment 
trocéese« ana hot feed  to electric smelting 
furnace«. 

Byt    Mr.   H.C. AOTERSEH,  Norway. 

Theory and practice of  the melting of sponge 
iron in arc   urnacee. 

By:    Mr.   H. POST, Federal Republic of Germany 

Experiences on the UHP - arc furnace 
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By:    Mr.   ÎÎ. MODA et al.,  Japar. 

The use of metallized pellets ir. electric-arc 
furnace steelnakinp processes. 

Bys    Mesera. P. KEHL and il. VOS J, Federal 
Republic of Germany. 

tJae of apongo iron in electric furnace 
steel-iaaking. 

By:    Mr.   G. MORELLI et al.,  Italy. 
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Title 
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in an electric furnace. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The purpose of this firct meeting is to consider the scientific and econome 
aspects of direct reduction processes, and it should be borne in mind, from the 
outset, that as the various papers will show, prereduction is already effectively 
in existence and accounts for a by no means negligible output. 

2. This paper is in two sections corresponding to the two following topics: 

developments in each of the various prereduction processes5 

comparison of these processes, especially their economic aspects. 

I.  Description of and developments in the chief prereduction processes 

3. It should be recalled that there sre many possible methods for prereducing iron 
ore.  They may be classified according to a number of differing criteria, such as: 

the nature of the ore used in the plant; 

the properties of the corresponding prereduced ores (degree of reduction, 

particle size); 

the sources of energy used; 

the type of furnace 5 

other. 

4. The last two criteria mentioned above are thought to be the most important, and 
in table 1 a specification is given of the principal methods of prereducing iron ore 
according to the form of energy and type of furnace used. 

5. This seminar is not primarily concerned with the methods that might be used, nor 
with scientific comparisons, but rather with the processes that are already industrially 
practicable.  Virtually only "operational" processes or processes on the verge of 
becoming operational vali be taken into consideration. 

•GE. Y 
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6.  In this connexion, labio ?  shovs thai: 

airead rorr th?n 600,000 i. Pe/y is beine" produced by the HyL process 
and the insudici annual cc-prxi^ -./ill roach 1,200,000 t by the end of 197j 

MIDREX pluiL capaci . 
1,400,000 t ir- 1973? 

.joui 1,000,000 t Tu/y and should reach 

a fluidization plant with r capacity oí about 1,000,000 t Fe/y is being 
developed to the industrial ?tn^-e; 

a whole series of plants usinr rotaxy kilns is in operation or being 
developed. 

The papero which have been prepared fov this meeting are: 

Table 1:  Principal methods of nrcreducing iron ores 

Reducing agent 

Reducing gas produced from: 

- natural gas, 

- possibly from 
naphtha, ehe. 

Solid and/or liquid 
or gaseous fuels 

Reducing furnace 

Re Lort 

Fluidisation 

Ro U-.ry kiln 

Remarks 

discontinuous: HyL process 

continuous: MIDREX, AHMCO, 

PUROFER, IOEM, etc., processes 

NOVALFER, HIB, H-IRON, FIOR, e 

SLRN, KRUPP, etc., 
MEKHANOBRTCHERMET, etc. 

ACHEVE: ¿TIA 

Crucibles (containers) hlOGANAS 
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Country and plaoe 

Monterrey 
Ver« Crus 
FMeble 

Monterrey 
Ver» Crus 
Puebla 
Bahia 

united States Portland 
Georgetown 

lad. Baa. Geirnny Hamburg 
" Contrecoeur 

States        Louieiana •VCL 

Stati Houston 

Faft. Rap. Germany Oberhaueaa 

Puerto Grdaa 

iffy fr^gp* 
af lert» 5¡Z2 

Glonbrook 
Inchon 
Sudbury 
Piratini 

&122& 

POUT A #Ar*Q* 

SSuÊsSSmSÊmJLSSli 

Dunawart 

Skopje 

Witbank 

(a) not including partial pre- 
reduction for electric 
furnaces 

(b) partial pr»-reduotion for 
alactrio fumaoaa 

EMBIAL TOSAI 

frfrXa 2t    ESTIMATE OF WORLD CAPACITY FOR PRE-REDUCTION OF IRON ORES 

(Capacities in millions of metric tons iron/year) 

Operating 

1 x 0.065 
1 x O.I65 

íífcig 

1 x O.350 
1 x O.350 
1 x O.35O 

1 x O.15O 

1 x O.3OO 

2 x O.O9O 1/ 
' lickel-beaj 

latérites 
(nickel-bearing 

•        •* >a) 

4 x 0.080 1/ 

Starting up or under teat 

1 x O.I5O 

1 x 1.000 

(1 x O.I5O) 1/ 
[atopped at preaent) 

(5 x 0.1O0) 1/ 
(stopped at preaent) 

under conatruotion (and 
year of starting) 

1 x O.36O (in 1973) 

l x 0.200 (in 1973) 

1 x O.35O (in I972) 

1 x 0.060 (la 1973) 

Remarks 

Increase of 
O.132 in 
capacity 
projected 

1 x O.35O (in 1972) I 

1 x 0.100 y 
(nickel-bearing latérites) 
I x 0.100 

1 x 0.080 1/ 

1/   These planta which are intended to aupply electric reduction furnaces, are ueually deaigned for a fairly low degree of aetalliaation 
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(a)    TVprprtuetion - ¿ras/retort proceg.-;; 

7        The paper on the HvL  procesa  (l-ll) points out  th.   substantial  quantities produced 
C tUBWW - mor-  than 4,OOC,00t  t  rince  the  first plant at Monterrey war, started 
-¿1  747,500 t of pr reduced or, produce ir  1971.     Thf, paper ,;ivee a great deal of 
information on the operating oi  U,   j.r.c,.e   caid the  method Lì   working at the Pt.ubla 
plant,   and concludes; with  nom',   economic data on the method. 

Continuous working retort process are new expanding very rapidly,  and there 
rrc two papers on this  subject: 

- a paper describing the MIDHEX process  (I--); 

- a paper describing the  ICSI process now beinr d-ve'loped in Romania  (III-2). 

Q.       It would be worthwhile asking th-?  author? what metallurgical/economic prospects 
4*lc,,   méthode hold out.    The discussion might bo widen*--1 tc.  seek information on other 
j>turt processes,   such as AEHCO or FJROFER,   if rorro^ntativ^ of these groups attend 
the Seminar. 

(b) Reduction by gases in fluidi?' d beds: 

10. The very int.-rerting oaoer on th.   NOVALKEF -.'recese  (l-e)  describes th,  penerai 
principles of those nu-lhoèp ami cap. cially the method chosen for both the 60 t/day pilot 
-Dlfmt  and the industrial   pro.iocts of '?20 t/.lay and 1,9^ t/day capacities.     It voulu 
he interesting if posribl-v,   Lo -nlarg- th,-  pcopc- of the discuscion to  cover similar 
processes such ?B HIB,   FIOR,  H-IRPIT,   etc 

11. It should be pointed out  ths*. the  ecenoniic  entintóte submitted  in paper 1-5 nrc 
r +he highest interest  and very premi;sin«.    It  s o eras that vi.ry attractive net coeta 

mi«ht be achieved with large-capacity iluidization units operation under pressure. 

(c) Rotary-kiln prereduction with solid and/or ¿aivous fuel: 

12. Under this heading the trialf uïvVrtr.v-n >y  th,   IE>aiANOBR!TTÎERMET Institut*;  (i-l) 
and the Polish studies  (II-4) vili be  discussed.     Her«. a?ain,   in the  course of 
discussion it may be possible to widen the »cope and  consiJ. r the ponition in regard 

••o  the SIM,  KRUPF,   etc.   procéseos.     It would be helpful,   as  ix the  case of other 
-rocesses,   to get  seme economic estimates,   in order t'   cenpar'--  th.- value of theeo 
methods with that of the yap reduction  retort or fluidii'.ntion pretersep. 

& \,.)    Solid fuel prereductijn processes in various tri "g of furnace; 

1%     These studies,   submitted by the. Government of Hurler;,   (l-O) snd by the USSR  (l-9y, 
will be considered together.    Th^-u   proceas.-r seem te   .,,::• r pom-   interesting poseibilitier 
raid   to be related  to well-known proc-sses such  ar,  rrducti-.-n in  crucibles  (ÌÌ0GANAS 
jrocess) and the ECHEVERRÍA report  process.     It would t,   ¡ireful,  tr- ke-?i> the Seminar 
eo  its main purpose,   to  invite  th* authors  to ?-ay vh.it  ..conouic vrogpe-cts they consider 
~.hese methods might offer. 
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11 *     Ti-chiúealAconoirac  com.-ariocn of  prereduction rroccnooi: 

M.     Jt  io ijuit,'-:..-1.-J ii.v-iT  ti    .¡";.Uovinf papero nhoulJ b.   discusseci together: 

- The ¡dady   s\;bniitt.--d tv   ti:-. USSR Gov -rnment   (1-3); 

- Anoth-r otudy,   olo- oubrrJtt. d  \y \hc v«>SK ixovommcnt (i-io). 

To which mifrht be adcUd: 

- Thf. otudy by Mr. (H.-]^n (l-4), un]r:Fg it ir vrcf erred to take this at the 
third meeting fina.* it re f-..iv r-rrti eularly tu th, utility of the layouts 
based on prereduction for th-  production ,,f high-resistance welding steel. 

9 -    The pc.r.,r by Kr.  irij^-u, ci   U1ÍIDG  (il'l-io),   which might be placed first of 
.these papere, V011.T.F. M   xo preformi to leave it  to the third eesoion,  *here 
it mifht be  ri  UP.-- af: an introduction  te  the papors on the ueo of prereduction 
precotto and  tdo   oi -0 icotiono  of prereduction ir  inorai. 

The -disnusrion on thefv ...apere aiytit follow these linos; 

(a) Metallurgical  and technical  aspoctr.: 

15.     Under thie heading the foil owi_-if;.' in particular  should  bo discussed: 

- The comparative require nto of the voriour ,:rof:.-Pff!, no regards the oro, 
partióle  size,   for instance,   OIK!  any obvrntay F   in uriné   pellet s ; 

- The n-tur and f m of the Drerodueed ores, which rcny of couree bo in the 
forni oí povd,r, y,d.l,4o5 lumpr-, 'to., one which may ooraetimcF necessitate 
a  furih r op- rrtion in briqu, -ttin¿> 

(b) Capital investment; 

3b.     It would b<   ua-fVl te begin th«: discussions on the economic aspecte with a 
comparison   ,f inv.-r.tmont  oo.to,   to seo,   for instance,  how the relation botvecn 
iny. rtmont  ano wf.!   tonmee outmt  is reduce with  increasing plant  capacity.    On 

Í;^rFonJtí  V-V-ivf'   i"°m'   ^if^ feta on ^ fluidi.ation procese in the 

(r)    Production coots: 

17. _   It  io difficult   to  corpar.   oil th,   factors in tiv   course of a seminar mooting. 
It   xp  «wer^Ft-rl thrt   tve Hiojov minte mifht not t- discussed in too dnich detail: 

- tlu ore, nine- th, pooition va.rior rreatly botwo.-n one location and another, 
and f.F hao bon pc-int < >vt nlv v, (parr, TA . h d/l.), the rocuirotnonto for the 
varioup roooHu   noy N   -vry  differ- ni : 

- power,  :urr     that  V.ÌÌM.M0   i,-l+   veti,   -.t   th.-  o-cond re etiny.    One   of the papero 
for +b't  ire ••-tin,'    (Ji-1)   lo odir-l)   ú-voi^,)   te th i o  subject. 

IH.     Tn ether veruo,   j t veul i b.    oueh v -t».,r   r.e rO:  :»t   ar   exchrmoo of vioVB on tho 
order ^fîîi;Wlltu.«.   -r yrodueti  o  roete  no.: e-   be-uo  moirUo-nanc, ,  miscellaneous 
OUppljOO,    -'te. 
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SUI-3IABY 

The theoretical   groundi; ï< or onini, natural  gas in  the metallization of iron-ore 
pellets are adduced.     ThermodyT:;-v:;ic  analysis  testifies unconditionally to the 
thermodynamic  porjcibii: t,y   if reducing ferric oxides with ae thane.    The effect  of 
variouc  factors on   thit: r^du'-tion»   and  it;. Mechan i sn,   are examined. 

The processe.-  occurring durine  thf- Metallisation of pellet? by natural  gas 
••".T<; ,-tudipd in ? pilot inotallftioi; and the-ir principal 'technological parameters 
vere determined. 

Th* results obtained in .? &e«:i- indue trial  ' grid-tubular furnace-"  installation 
using natural   t,a;.-  arui  r combinée, roductant  (natural   <:<?.:• and anthracite)  are given. 

The report  ahov«  th?,  the prjeess  cï Metallization of pellote can be  intensified 
by introducing finely-cruehod  solid  fu^l  into the blend  to pcUetize the metallized 
fines,  and by pre-hc-atinf, the material before enarrine it into a tubular furnace. 
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ülJICIi'uiY 

On 19 October 1971,  the direct reduction plant  of l-Iessrs. Hamburger Stahlwerke 
•was put into operation after a construction period of 14 months within the scope cf 
a new integrated iron and steel plant.    Ais installation is part of a newly designed 
iron and steel plant where the coking plant,  blast  furnace, LD steel plant,  ingrt 
casting and blooming train were replaced by a direct reduction plant,   electric arc 
furnace and a continuous casting plant.    The report  concerns planning and layout of 
the liidland Hiss; direct reduction plant.    It includes a description of the new 
installation«? and first results  *f the onerati-na. 
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nUîîlARY 

Processe? of direct reduction c.  iron  from ores  (cokeless metallurgy) have 
nowadays become  fairly widespread.     They vary considerably in both plant and reductants. 

For a technical tanc\ economic evaluation o F these processes and to determine their 
place in the ¿venerai schei."o of metallurgie;1.! production, it is useful to classify them 
according to the techno lo pica]   properties of the product. 

The paper propose* ano broadly examines a system of classification of various 
iron-rcaking processeci fron ore to en/1 product  (including• bla.st-furne.ee and snelting 
conversion as well as direct  reduction processes). 

Th<*  following ne1/ direct  reduction vrocesses have been developed industrially: 

- Preliminar:,' reduction of ore  For blast furnaces; 

- Preliminary preparation of ore for the electro-furnace process  (heating and 
partial  reduction): 

- Production c,f 3ponge-steeI  for steel smelting; 

- Production of .iron powder. 

Direct processes of steel makinf  from ore  (in a single  stape or with a single 
plant) have not yet emerged  fren the research phase. 

The  paper also examine:-  the present  state of research in the Soviet Union on the 
production of sponge iron in shaft  furnaces and the continuous process of making 
sponge-iron briquettes   (avflomeratos). 

OF;.72-10] 69 
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SUII'iAnY 

Many difficulties have been encountered in introducing,   consolidating and 
expanding the use of the so-called "direct reduction1' methods in the iron and atoe! 
industry.    This is probably due to the vast scale and larje  output  of existing; 
steelworks,  which require  substantial investments. 

It is conceivable that,   for scientific reasons of fundamental metallurgy,   these 
direct  reduction processes way soon supersede»   partly or completely» the traditional 
foundry techniques.    \Jhen that happens^  the iron and steel industry will come  to 
look quite different,     steelworks will shrink  to amore human scale, vhile their 
output will retain - it  is to be hoped -  its high competitiveness  with other products. 

The  trials carried o-.'.t with direct reduction in various part  oi the world  seem 
to us a sufficient indication that  13 clinic i uns of real  aoility are  tackling the 
problem.     It will of course be for  the steelmaker to apply the results of these 
trials on an industrial  scale and  to decide for himself which of  the processes  tested 
is the most  economic and produces steel  of the best quality. 

| GE.72-6476 
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"unurry 

'Hie    ¡"ov&lfer'   procesa   ic a continuous direct reduction procesa for iron ores 

sxid  oxides.     It uses povdery oree,    'hieh are treated  in fluidized bedo.    Fluidization 

of  the ore is obtained by the  circulation of the reducing ^ac?,  vhich is pure hydrogen 

or  s mixturo containing -  high proportion of hydrogen. 

The reduction of iron oxides  to metallic  iron io a balanced reaction in which 

the  convention of the hydrogen to  yteam U incomplete  -;uid  the non-utilized fraction 

is   therefore recycled, apart   from a  email  proportion vhich ir.  removed from the 

reduction circuit to keep  the concentration of impurities  to a reasonable level. 

The  reduction temper?, ture  ic  controlled  to avoid ignition and calcination  (particle 

agglomeration). 

Selection of ore      The Jovalfer pro-eou  io moot nui table for, 

- Ores found in the povdory  otate  and riauiiy fluidized.  i.e.  uith a 

particle  size botvpon 50 :r.rl  f-T' or 1 no a-/.  1.000 microns. 

- Ores t.^ith a lovr friability.   ?. reciuioc.ient /;enerflly l\ tter met by met amorphic 

than by sedimentary   .res . 

- Highly oxidized oreo   (¿.b.  henatita;    other oros,   such ao magnetite,  must 

firct be roartcd to   complete  their oxidation and improve  their reductibility. 

The effect  of the i [oval for process differs recording to whether the oro  is 

pure  or impure,     v/ith pure  oreo,   the rate of reduction thout ? marked decrease 

at   temperatures  between 65O"   and 750°,   -.-her. the decree of reduction readies;  75  to 

35  per cent.     Ores containing incori lier,  in molecular combination with  the   iron 

do not shov thi.o  anoirmly. 

Gii. 72-6528 
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Effect jf the degree of reduction Pure grade ores are generally used for the Novalfer 

process. It in therefore easy to achieve a legree uf reduction of 75 Per cent, but 

difficulties begin beyond that stage. Without going into a detailed explanation, it 

rapy be said that, with cooling followed by a second reduction stage, degrees of 

reduction in the region of 90 to 95 per cent can be achieved without difficulty. 

Because nf the need to use a two-stage process, the cost of the 92 per cent 

reduced product is obviously higher. The increase in cost compared with the 75 per cent 

reduction product is to be investigated in greater detail. 

Effect of pressure Reduction under pressure offerb ¿everal advantages: 

- The section of the furnaces, piping and traps can be reduced, for the same 

capacity, in proportion to the increase in pressure. 

- The compression ratio in the gao recycling can be lowered, thus reducing 

energy consumption. 

- The partial pressure of the water vapour in the regenerated reducing gas can 

be decreased, thus raising reducing capacity. 

These three advantages give a 1 ov/^r nroductir-n ont for the reduced ore. 

Effect of plant capacity Increases in the •-ap¿?>":ity cf the reduction plant lead to 

a continuous decrease in costs. 

Increases in the capacity of the hydrcgen-pr~du --ing unite load to a reduction in 

the cost of the reducing gas which taker piece in xrrs1 "tagte. 

- At a capacity of 5OC-600 t/ácj/ of reduced iron, the reformist of natural 

gas or petroleum under pre s .sur.' rr -•<iu--*,s swff: i-:r.t .••tern for the requirements 
2 

of that process,  including requirenti r< U-  f^r regeneration   if the CO    adsorption 

liquors. 

- At a capacity of 1,500 to 2,000 t/day of reduced iron, heat recovery, in the 

form of high prt3sure/high temperature stean, producer net only enough energy 

to make the procès.- self supporting but inore th?n cohere the principal 

requirements. 

Conclusion Direct reduction, which has been recommended for meeting demands substantial! 

lese than the - opacity of modern blast furnaces in the range of 50 to 200 t/day, for 

instance, could be adopted touch more economically tu the huge projects liKely to be 

undertaken during the next ten years, such ^s the construction of reducing plants with 

a capacity of 10 million tone a year in Canada, Brszil, Africa and Australia. 

I 
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Suimary 

In the conventional blast furnace the source of process heat and at the same time, 
1 the raw material for the production of reducing gas is metallurgical coke, the price of 
1 which is increasing.  Even now the cost of natural gas, referred to the thermal unit, 
i i3 everywhere lower that the cost of coke. 

i    In the PUROFER process natural gas is the ra,v material fo: the production of 
] reducing gap and is the source of procese heat.  In this process the shaft furnace is 
: -.[Hilar to the upper region of the shaft of a conventional blast furnace - the cyclic 
j operation requires two regenerators per shaft furnace.  The temperature at which the 
: reduction gases enter is determined by the reduction and softening behaviour of the ores 
• and /or pellets charged and is of the order of 90C--1000 C. 

fhe process is not susceptible to small quantities of sulphur introduced into the 
i r;ystetn.  Cooled PUROFER »pongo iron is not pyrophoric and can b? stored under cover 

indefinitely. 
1 

j À report is given of operational experiences in the Oberhausen PüRGFER plant and 
airo a discussion of the comparative economics of the process anr' the  'heat balance' 
involved. 

G£.72-19212 
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Oxide pellets and sized lump ores are neîallized  et l600~17CO°ï\  while movinr, 
downward through a  shoi1:  furnace counter current   to  :.nt reducing psee. 

Natural ':?.r; wo.s reformed ir. petü/le sloven vita recirculated top gac.    Tnis 
louered  the natural  gas requirement  to about 11 million PTU per ton of iron in the 
metallised product. 

Over JOCO  tonn oí' met-Ili zed pell etc '.-ore produced  in tbe 50 ton per dr-y pilot 
plpnt.    The product  conte i ned ,-ibout  r/¿ per ceni  L'è,   2 per ceni (>,  1.0 per cent G 
and 2 per cent    iO-¿.     "it WPS used  to  rep]ree scrap in   fane decine steel melting 
fiimacen,  in amounts up to J»0 per cepj   of the chr r^e witb ¿vood results. 

A plani   lo produce ^00 to 1U'>0 toni, per dry  is under construction ;-t Houston, 
Texas.     It is expected   lo ro-cV;  -.. production rate  in this ran.'-.e during the summer of 

This plant vili obtrin its reducing cases by  catalytic reforming of naturel 
f7»s with steam in   tubular reformers.     The defirió*  to use reformers rather than stoves 
UPS based on the earlier rviilab.ility of EV? criale  for reformers,  PS  compared to high 
temper? ture refractories for ?t*S\P o rr'oer.    Also  oxcess s+e--    „cnerr.Unc eppacity, 
available from the sensible be-t   in the reformer flue cpr.es, pro idee po\rer for pumps 
that, lecirculete sases and coolin:', vater,  at less  coat th n purchased electric power. 

I 
3 
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SUMMARY 

In  the Hungarian Ferrous Research Institute detailed investigation m¿o the 
effective process ceohanis• and kincti-s of reduction have been carried out  to 
develop a direct reduction net hod of higher productivity witn a ample process 
technology and low r  investirai. ••o;-:t. 

The naie, point   of ta.    e^rect'ioi-rio  proposa •laborated by the Institut« 
consist   i» the ^elusion rjt  solid".-arbon reducer  ircn oxides more  rapidly    _ 
then CO or H    • o,,!  th,í   the mduction • .* be  -arriod out in an inerì  atmosfere 
as well,   f o Ansian-.,-   in nitrogen.     Th.^  ral.; of reduction is  independent  ol   the 
ore   typ",   i.e.  ematite  or nagn- -t j.'> . 

In the paper tlv.    Lh.,orot Leal  background of  the. ourboth.i,ax procer and 
mod.l experimento far the   realisation in practice are discussed. 

GE.72-IOI63 
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Paper submitted by the USSR 
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The principle properties required in a solid reducing agent are high reactivity 
1and low sulphur and ash content.    Kost of the mineral fuels known and produced 
'nowadays fall short of theee requirements. 

A nfw method of making sponge iron whereby ferrocarbon obtained by treatinfe 

^onfe iron or ferric oxides with natural gas is used as the reductant so as to 
: accelerate the reduction urocesa and reduce its temperature vas proposed in the UbSK 
i în^S?    This method  is based en the use of ferrocarbon instead of th, agent, commonly 
; employed for reducing iron ore. 

The paw examines various processes for making ferrocarbon.    Optimal temperatures 
* --,r th^ee are established.    The properties of ferrocarbons made from different iron- 

containing raw materials are investigated.    The process of making ferrocarbon by 
d-conmocition with natural gas is examined and a comparative analysis of the production 
cf forrocaxbon on clinker is given.    The grounds for the choice of plant to •*° 
ferrocarbon are stated.    Technical and economic data on the production of iron powder 
by reduction with ferrocarbon are quoted. 
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Condition;.;  íJT  the deve] opinent  :.»f proooocoo of direct reduction of iron: 

vJhftngeo in tho development   of tho Fooio  fuel and  onor<y rooouro-o; of the 
iron and steel   industry- 
Liiaitation of rooourooo   of  oorap of puarant-.od  purity,   atablo oo'- volition 
end   ooot; 
ümprov'ü-iont  in   the finality of oteo>   one!tod fron rr:Juoto   - : dirvot  reduction 
of Fron ore 
Tho possibility of   orpoiiizinf ornall-o-alo  iron ?nd at ivi   rroduolion 
(•'or..E trac ti-..-n of nlì!Ì---oì onto), 

?.       Brief dafioription of the   oroe»ni;  -tato   of proooooeo cf r, ivoot reduction of 
iron orea. 

/.       Technical  and  economic-   evaluation ol  orooonoer  of  ir.n-orc   reduction. 

liakinp oponte-  fron and ¡.ietallizcc1  ondo  iron; 
Ilakino; liqui..  uè tal? 
Uoo  of pro cru cot:  of direct réduction of iron or e o  in ni--ir or,  and oteol 
omoltin£. 

!-.       'fronda  in tho ¿ovelop^ent of prcoeaooo  <->f direot roauotion of iron ores: 

Growth of production ca/oco-Plico md. progressi ve  inóreos  in ouiouto of 
opongo  iron   (ooteilized  pelleta); 
üepandint u.oc- of opongo  iron in oteo'1, suoltint,;; 
Attempts to develop nei: hi¿h-to:;vn-roturo  prcrsror  for   r.akinr iron directly 
from oreo 

¿volution  of  technological   ¡-yotoro  of  iron  or-   redu-ti/r.  '-iti   ;, t-o..i r   on' rfy, 

Fro-pecto  of dovolorient on    oro >:.'  oíroot  i- :   ..roo  ore 

In  tho  nhort  fovra  (ontil   10PO;: 
In tho lonpor   tor,,¡ ( ]oé?0 to  2000) 
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LiUHtoAHY 

The full text of the paper coverà  che history of the HyL Process,  its 
.hronologlcal development to date,  and current  prospects.    It aleo details the 

.operating data for the plant at Puebla, Mexico,  for the 22 monthe of operation from 
Lay 1970 to March 1,1971. 

It emphasizes  the necessity for, and persistent lach of,  operating data to assist 
those evaluating the airrent procès:; contenders. 

The following specific information is reported: 

1. HyL plants have produced 4,163,100 tons of reduced iron ore 
and pellets since   L96C from v.'Mch 5,150,uGO tons of steel 
have been producer  in electric furnaces. 

2. The Puebla plant,  which,   since Lay  1970,  has been operating 
on high grade oxide pellets,, has produced a total of 
484*550 metric  tono  of reduced pelleta in a period of 
22 calendar months from hay Ì970  to Larch 1,   1972.    The 

\ annual average production './as 264,300 metile  tons. 

! The annual rated capacity of the   ,)lant vas 228,000 metric   iona. 
¡ The average production lor 6r((: calendar days was '(k'ò metric 

tons per day.     The plant has operated at 116 per cent of 
rated capacity for 22  consecutive r.ontus. 

J.      The process can produce me bailies rangln,; fron 70 per cent 
totalization to 95 fer cent.    The product is non-pyrophori c, 
and 69,870 metilo tons have boon  slipped during the 22 won .ho 
covered by the report in open gondola rail cars vi thout 
protection from the elements, with minimum 'Joss of metalization. 

4.      There are 22 geographicrJ   locations for vhich ILL installations 
are under consideration;  \/i th a   total annual   ra'.ed production 
of 10,400,000 metric  tons of reduced produci,    ao-en of  ihf 
proposed  locations will  use naphtha ab  tht> source oi  roduc^ait 
and fuel.    The snaiiost installation is r~t «."•", ;, ', ^,0,00:   annual 
tons?   the largest,  at l(6

r>0yX0 annual  ton::. 

5t      A full  description of   the process  ir. gi.vr-n. 

ó.      Larger individua], reactor si?.e::  are now frasi hie. 

^.72-10798 
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Si3"br..T 1,'LGC
1
. ly the G ver"ie"t  of "Italy 

(Frepared by :,r.  Kc.reth D.  Le^areri ;ter   /heeler Corpore tie 

1 oii!V:rip.ry 

I 
- '.iivip.g i'.toropt  i.    direct  reductio '  of  ire  ores ficupcs attention on nea.">P of 
I /jcidvrting reducing aas.    7:xpresseB i.ote'.ti •••   of rcvieviog technologies reflecting 
I rei of petroleum derived  hydrocarbon? as ve'O   ,.r, coa1   p. d coke. 
I 
a 

J 
| ii-eyent and discuss  the thermodynamic criteria of reducing gases mid quality 
->  level  required. 
| 

oirst revievf; coal aod ceke  methods preseotl.y used.    Theo describes devcj -prr.eot 
ai.'d  technological bacie of portici oxidation aod "íCEJH- hydrocarbon referai'1^   both 
r'polxcable for generati.i£ reduci* g £cs  from petroleum derived hydrocarbono,    î'e.v;«? of 
c.ricpvi.o... avi'] operating reooimixr r,R iOi   ¿aerating <?uitf.ble euajity f;ar, are 
established. 

;2   3 01^4 
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THE i!;CicAri;;f, IICOCITIC;; AI-ID us:: 
Oí' riRECTLy-REDUCia IÍDI   OIL; 

ForeorGtb f.> 

Submitted  :t  the invitation of 

• //: \WJ 

'vcrrt^-rt  oí'  tlv   hvsl country 

Préparée by Mr.   Jr.i'k ëeb rt Killer 
iron /.: ?...•-.!   j.nùua „ries Conçu1 tant 
Coluisbu;::,   (¡ìlio 

VüU-uuVí 

This paper ceri; ein s a revi H v: of   die preconi   cialí  of tbi-  dii\   ,   reduction 
development in  -¿he   .. „eel. industry>   vorldv-J   ,  and ierecpe,a   tha '   e'oie.l raw 
nteel   production  and   renounpüion  vi.". ¡.  re:.-.'lì ;    fcuU.l of  7",;> million   lone  in 
J9?í^  9 J !; tú. Hi on   LO¡K  in 1%0,   ••nú. 10: S i-úUion  ;cne  in 1^05. 

Incidente!   to   chis rrovth in  v.-orluvide ;;iee'!   ouLpid; ..na use r.re proeauroe 
ícr rev rr.toric.ic; ••  iron ore,  ui¿  ire. ,   ccra.0   eckin¿   i'oa.!,  fuo.i .,  ;\nú energy - 
vhieh  in nearly "•!.;.   ea^ey rapport    •. »;>   need for prer<jdu>: \e   iron or..     The  early 
development of a fully viable prereduction  Uuu¡oIo¿y  U;   therefore enr/ential 
and inevid;ablc , 

The potentiel  e! ¿wands for proreduc. ... mat cri 3 lo • rr   oslxrr.atod e„   1.1 million 
ions in  1S75-,   64 uillicn  Lan;-   ii.   J^oO.   a^u i¿¿¡ iniiliur.  long  oy iyù1;. 

.. 1 Ufi 
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'A..,:\ 

¿h/fdi  H¿jX&¿¿_- Ì^OIHJL^'IV.:   ^    .-1 labb  Hdb.  JJxh'd ÜlLTf- JLËDu'JTAliTl 

Vabirá t !,o'.'' b,,   the Government  of tin_  1'cdero.'.  ho^ubH ll.U.il 

... .di'»     » i •      * - i-ii L~bi-J*< k .L..Í,   •      . t « "i'.-i' 

LbiiGI  CLu^.ïïï UiíD iluTTIibïllG: " t\ a.u.; ..*. 

The :iL/ELl Process is a ;.<iethod ox   producing sconce iron vit]i solid redactante in a 
rotary kiln.    It vaa developed by  join--,   effort od  i;hc bx-oci  Company cí' Culada Ltd., 
Lur;;i Cheuic und IPâttenteclmik GmbH.,   Kepublic dteel Cora.,  .•: L industries inc.,   and 
has,   in the niecncimc,   been introduced on an industriel  nu; i.e. 

The reactions  tadnt; plac, in the  ore/reductant  burden passing the ,-iln can be 
described «-".e  ta;-  interaction of t\:o partial reactions which,  rhon combined,  result in 
direct reduction of Feb: 

(a) l'eu -;- OC 

(b) C09 -:- C 

——- * l'Q     h    v.. cc 

(c)    "leu -!- H £izrr*        i^e  + Cd 

The reduction capacity is essential!;' influenced by   Ine reactivity of the solid 
reductant applied no  that the selection of the correct  type ox reductant iö of 
paramoun t impor teine e. 

The folio\?ina factors are especially  important for  .m optimum applica bioii of 
i.he procese:     quantity and naalit,/  eonlrol of rav/ materiali: supply,  correct 
relationship of heat supply'ana feeu  rate,   filling de;xee of ki'iu and mixing 
proper Lies of the individual- eouipûnenf s. 

The 3L/H1." Process enables a ar^at  variety of different rau materials to be 
applied.    Optima food material« air:  lump ores and indurated pellets.    Concentrate 
fi ne a are normally polleiised prior to  reduction,   the pellet beia/; hardened by 
uairrp; part of the heal  contained in the  rotary ...iln waste ¿arj.    In some special 
caces,  it is also possible to oireoLly  food  fine ores. 

GE.72-19016 
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Sponge iron reduced accordine to the ¿L/BH Process is an excellent feed 
material for steel-making.    Ite composition depends on that of the raw ore.    In 
spite of ita porous structure, it ia not pyrophoric and is virtually not subject 
to reoxidation whe"  stored in dry conditio .. 

So fax five plants have been built for a total ore  throughput of 2.2 million tpy. 
The sixth plant is under construction.    In connexion with the start-up of these 
plants,  the following problems had to be solved» 

1. Adaptation of machinery and equipment as well as operatine conditions 
to the actual raw materials properties which varied in moat cases 
from those available for previous tests. 

2. Control and stabilizing of raw materials conditions. 

3. Modification of the rotary kiln heating system aiming at avoiding 
local overheatings and formation of accretions. 
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Original ;     ENGLISH 

SOIE CONSIDERATIONS CI! THE. IÌELUCTIOK OF BLEIDDEI) 
ÏHOlf OTJ£S"ÌH ¥LÛIÎ)ÏZËD" BEDS* il-íí Kffl 'uTILÏZÏJriOi'r 

Submitted by the Government oi' IT^LY 

Prepared by Hesßrs.  A.  Di Candie,   G.   Litigio •• Itaisider S.p.i. 

Spi^LRY 

The Authors have  taken into consideration the most favourable conditions for 
the reduction of blended iron oros in fluidized beds. 

It has been evidenced that the linear velocity of the  fluidizing gas is 
affected in a rather limited measure- by  the  different densities  of the ores 
in the blending.    It  appears appropriate  to achieve  the reduction in tvo 
subsequent atages using hydrogen or a reducing ¿as with a high hydrogen content 
and a reduction temperature of about  ¡}70°C.    The  grain size  should be about. 
1. mm.     The reduction pressure ;jhou] d be  dctermiiv-d by  trial  vi thin the range 
of  2 - 16 P.tin. 

By briquettin¿  the pre. reduced bJ ended  finer; hevin¿, a  vast   total   specific 
aree.,  high density briquets v;ii''. bo-  obtnine briquées \.hen used in the 
burden of a submerged  arc furnace ¡  vil]   reduce the volume of  the high electrically 
conductive burdun components,  '..1th a  cnnsinV-rablc rdvanta¿,e far  the operating 
conditions. 

These briquets;   when used in the blast furnace5  will greatly contribute 
to  achieving a very hißh productivity. 

Finally,  a hypothesis was put  concernina   thu r-iosi rational blast furnace 
profile   operatine uith a high percentage'  of preroduced  components in its burden 
and it was expressed the opinion that such a. prof iL. vou'j d not  differ from  the 
profile  of a  traditional blast furnace. 

GE.72-I907J 
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Originel :    EÎIGLI3H 

ÏHi: KRurP oWü'.Jh LtíÜü PROCESS - 
Iïb PRODUCTS Alii) APPLICATION 

Submitted by the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany 

Prepared by: 

Dr.-Ing. Günter Heyer, KRUPP Industrie- und Jtallbau, Essen 
Dr.-Ing. Rolf Wetzel,    KRUPP Forschungsinstitut, Essen 
Dr.-Ing. Uwe Bongers,    KRUPP Industrie- und Stahlbau, Jissen 

SUI-itlARY 

Interest in the direct reduction process is constantly increasing as a result of 
the rising cost of coking coal and the shortage of scrap in many parts of the world. 
The reduction processes using solid reductants holâ good promise for the future since 
world reserves of coal may be regarded as being practically inexhaustible.    Moreover, 
those processes also permit  the use of a vade variety of carbonaceous materials. 

The authors describe the essential features of the KRUPP SPOHGK IRON PROCESS based 
on lump ores,   fine ores and concentrates.      Krupp1 s seùii-comiaercial pilot plant, 
consisting ox a combination of travelling grate and rotary kiln, is described and its 
operation explained with reference to the processing of e hematitic concentrate.      The 
srperience gained in processing a wide variety of raw materials is dealt with in 
detail.      An assessment is made of the special requirements that must be net by tho 
feed ore and coal. 

Ivhile the main characteristics of the   eed ore are chemicd composition,  size and 
behaviour under reducing conditions,   che re Is are characterised by reactivity, 
volatiles, sulphur, ash and ash softening point.      The limiting values for these 
characteristics are discussed in detail. 

The fact  that the use of sponge iron can be of advantage for the various 
steelmaking processes, and more particularly òhe electric cteelneking process,  is now 
generally recognized.      Nevertheless, one should not overestimate the potential for 
-ncreased production,  especially where steelmaking operations are already largely 
optimized. 

Criteria to be considered in assessing the comparative merits of sponge iron in 
relation to scrap as melting stock are discussed. 

Information on the economy of sponge iron production is given in the form of a 
materials balance,  as well as investment  cost data. 

i       For a plant designed to produce JOO.OOO tpy of sponge iron from high-Fe lump ore, 
tne investment cost can be expected to be in the order of Dl-i 125 v- per ton of installed 
annual capacity.    When processing pelletizable concentrates,  investment costs are likely 
to be higher by 8 per cent or 13 per cent unen including tho  cost of grinding.    Mention 
is made of the minimum economic sizes of sponge iron piente. 

The first KRUPP SPONGE IRON PLAUT,  now -ander construction in Gouth Africa,   is 
described. 

GS.72-19391 
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i.a et r. 
\'.'\     LUÍ       .l'i','1. 

" .'.,KL/-nm..i;Lr.R'»à./l'i.'3c, 

)ri^ir;al:     ^Hl.Ii-n 

JNTTP.^TJJPií_T. iM.—P. /,.ií.1: if??^_RX. .°-F. Trni^i F0K -r?:^^i?^ 
Prepared '...y 

Mpsnrí").   .I.V.  íjh*»a and H.A.   JanG»r.y Union Carbide  rîurcpt-•,, ,,.A.  (united Stati»;) 

1.      Th^re ar»  t^n papara to >.•><*  presented  ir: this R^ssi^n.    These provide o  £reat 
sunount oí' very useful  information  or, g^nr-rsl ond  sp<=-:.iíi<" onrrg requirements, 
Including evailability and  eoste,   Eethctk; of pro racing reducin;; gases,   including 
oonsideration of th*  kinetic« and  ti.f-rüodynwr.ies,   rei- tionship of direct  reduction 
rrooF-ssf-B   to r.ff properties.   r.¿ v^Ll   a:; the tedinolo gdeni  ce.ii.'jes and methods of 
prevention of oxidation of re due r-d pro-due'.    jPñ^ript\on.s of the vari our-; processes 
ftnri  factors  influencing  3f>l>:-0tior  e^rc glvr.. 

?.       It  seemc logi'vl  4o  divide-  these papere into   throe general groupe»   the  first 
le« ling1 with penerfl energy requirements,   lie second vith reducing gtses and the 
third with iron ore,  hnà reoxi<i?> t ior..   us TOMOWE: 

Paptr II-l,   by J.  ASTIER,   D.   CASA..   J01I AND .sCHNEIBiffi,  Frt-nce,  i:lvnorgy in Pre- 
reduction Processes end Various Dies in Cteclmoking". 

Ffjfir i:-'5v   by A.  ANTONIOLI,   Italy,  "Diversification of Energy Gouroes for  the Iron 
and Steel  Industry". 

Paper II-*:» by W. V/EK^ELL and P.R.  BLOCK, i>ueial Republic of Gormany,  ''Long Term 
Trends in the Procr 3S Technological Applia ;;ion of Nuclear Hf  t to Tror, Making". 

GROUP 2 

Paper 11-11, by H.D. PANTKE and G.H. LANGE., Federal Republic of Germany,  "Requirements 
Governing the Composition of Reducing Gas for Iron Ore Reduction1'. 

Ppper 1-12,  by K.P.  PEMAREST,   Italy,   ''Generation of Metfllurtficcl Reducing Gfc". 

Paper II-8V  by S.  i-PARCHEZ»   L.  ShABO and A. PALFALVI,   î.onuàf,,  '"ihn UBO of Methane 
in the Reduction of iron Oxides". 

P*per II-9»  by 0. HATARASCU,,  Romanic  "Study of Iron Ore Reduction by Gases Derived 
from Conversion of He then e wich C00". 

CE.72-20606 
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GROUP 5 

Paper II-5,  by U. KALLA,  H.J. KOIÎIG, G.H.  LANGE and lì.-J. PANTKE,   Federal Republic of 
Germany,   "Processes  for the Direct Reduction of Iron Gres i:. Relation to Ore Supplies". 

Paper II-1U,   by H. Ki;0P,  H.  NAGEL and V;.  THT.;M,   Federal Republic of Germany, 
"Reoxidation in Connexion vith the storage and Transportation 01 i'ietaliized Gre". 

Paper II-6,  by H.V,r.  GÜBEKAU, M. WETZEL,^H. LUSSI, H.  BECKER and G.   REUTER,  Federal 
Republic of Germany,  "Plastic as a Protection Against Reoxidation of Sponge Iron". 

GROUP I 

5.      All processes to make iron and steel require the expenditure of energy.    In 
addition to considering which forms of energy are suitable,  and the requirements of the 
process,  it is necessary to consider availability and price,  as veil as the influence oí 
the si. eel industry itself,  which is not only expanding, but changing its structure. 
The papers in this group present a broad review of the various prereduction and 
steelmaking processes and  their energy requirements,   the world energy situation and 
short and long range trends ;;hich,  it is hoped,  vili help bring this very important 
subject into more perspective. 

4«      Paper II-].    In their paper, ASTIER and his colleagues review the worldwide 
evolution of energy consumption and trends by different types.    \/hile the rate of 
increase per year in energy consumption has been declining slightly,  it is still 
expected to be more  than 4 per cent in the next decade and between 3 and 4 per cent up 
to the year 2000.    It is also noted that total energy requirements per ton of steel are 
declining and changing in source materials. 

5. The authors first evaluate the energy balance of p. plant operating with the 
classical steelmaking method of blast furnace and basic oxygen converter,  and report 
exceptionally low energy consumption, blast furnace iron being produced from rich ores 
using 370 leg of coke and 100 kg of fuel oil per ton.    Overall energy consumption per ton 
of finished steel,  including reheating,  1 oiling,  etc.,  is given as 5.2 Gcal/ton.    It is 
noted that this figure is 22 per cent less than the national average in Prance in I969. 

6. In their evaluations of the various direct reduction systems,  the authors give 
informative and valuable background information and process descriptions,  pointing out 
that the comparisons are limited to those processes already in production and/or in an 
advanced state of development.    In establishing the energy balances,  difficulties were 
encountered because of different energy sources,  types of ores, types of prereduced 
materials,  local conditions, availability of information, etc.    The authors therefore 
caution that too great importance should not be attached to the cotanti tati ve comparisons 
of data. 

7«      After establishing, and in some cases, estimating  ohe energy balances for the 
direct reduction processes,  the authors then comparo these,  on the basis of liquid steel 
production, with the classical system.    Data are also given,  based on mathematical aodel 
studies, of the anticipated energy requirements if 45 per cent of prereduced materials 
are charged in a blast furnace. 



.lvf(¡./ p, • 

TLoue  e ora pari sunt'  sh.iw   thai   ener¿ry  reouiremenlu   f.. .       <      ,í.--e¡   aedu tion/olcrtrie 
[f   i'urnace  ¡jystetu;; ue  nligntly  hi¡;hor  than  fur   me  <-k .;-;aicc ;   ^„a.ou,  bu*   the authorr. 
rnmeii i,   that  further uev€.'Iopment  oí  direct reduction  ^ ra-cutie:; "ili   reduce energy 

. ¡icumption   te  the point  vhero il ¡-.hould bf just a ' í/vht iy  hi^lu-r   than  ine ut. :   figures 
¡he classical  ayotem. 

The authors conclude   that  with the rapici  devr lopment of  the úirt;i l reduci ion 
' ^.-»cecoes,  modern steelmakxng is  orienti..] «evare   Uro  paralisi end complementary  [MUU;, 
'•le .-lascical system and  direct  j-eduction/ai e furnaces.    A1 ]   oi  there development.   vili 
ÌHnefit  the  «teal  industry  vi ih  rei.pe;.. t  io the enerjy  L.J'U;-UùI, 

j LC.    As   the authors havo  stated,   the energy consumption l'or   tho classical method  io 
j .jproaching the theoretical minimum,    un importarli, eonoideration keac in ti^t while 

ciani furnace efficiency has improved substantially in the past lb years,  the process 
-taeli  has been in large Beale  production without major bam e chano/os anide from 

' I capacity per unit,   for veil   over  la.   years.    It can be said,   therefore,   tiiat a basic 
procesa has been progressively  refined over the '.-our a e of many years. 

11. In contract,  direct  reduction is etili relatively young ir   i o ima of production 
units and since techiulogy and itnpioveraents based on operating experience will continue, 
including,  very likely,  the benefits of scale through larger units, more efficient 
operations vili evolve.    It must also be pointed, out that,  ia the comparison of energy 
requirements, an exceptionally efficient clast-ie-i example it; used. 

12. It should be noted  that in Paper 1-2, by MiiSCT'IAÎîK/.    et, al,  presented in Session I 
of this Seminar, energy re oui retten te of en operating' di ree ;   reduction/electric arc 
furnace steel plant are quoted as nearly the same as for a conventional plant. 
Applying1 actual prices to  the types of energy,  however, puts  total energy prices lower 
than the conventional plant. 

13«    Paper XX"}-    In his paper,  AifFOllluLI revieve the shortage and increasing- price of 
coking; coal,  which he ascribes mainly to the greet expansion of the Japanese steel 
industry,  increased demands for all kinds of energy and greater use of low sulphur 
coals by electric   power stations  to reduce air pollution,     at is ostimated  that  the 
cost of blast furnace coke may reach C 5C a ton by 1960. 

14.    In reviewing the relative cost of alternative fuels,   the author points out that the 
natural gas calorie now costa 40 per cent of the coking coke calorie, but that world 
reserves may only last about 43 years at the present level of demand, or possibly less 
than L'O years with increasing demand.    This should bring the steel industry to very 
serious consideration of alternative fuels and, amon£, these,  one vMch shows a great 
deal   of promise is the use of nuclear energy. 

15»    In connexion with the availability of uranium,  the author believes that sources 
have been inadequately described and important new deposits are now in process of 
discovery.    In addition,  if the extraction costs of uranium go up only slightly,  it is 
to be expected that the supplies will increase dramatically. 

J6.    In evaluating- the various ways of using nuclear energy,   the production of hydrogen 
from vater electrolysis seems to be the best,  although present comparative fuel coats 
put this development many years away.    For the next 20-50 years,  although there are 
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h^ri 
iJ!,,oi,:!;'x'  to bc soi ved, a necessary option appevr.    ,u br   Lo use part of the nuclea- 
-  P^'-'-e hydrc^n nom nature]   gae for use in ilui-Jir.ed bed« to reduce iron oree'' 

tJì(   T-ï-oi-pductJ  product beiri^ converted  to steel in elee, no ..re  furnaces. 

1?.    fYcn,  thr  Ktai.of.ünt. ci economice,   euch   . steeliniil  should be- a completely 
integra teupicu.t  -.-here-  ,J1 Oí   ti.e   ;.,/•-   ^rc^ed is utilizea ^uiiin tho'mill.    It must 
therefore  be  largo enough tur Ine na m mura economi,:  fizo oí  nuclear reactor.    This means 
an amiuc.x  production of about 3.5  million ton« of steel,  arid operation at a very high 
iofco  iiicior.     bur such ü plant,   six   JHP arc  furnaces  changed with hot prereduced materia' 
p.us c'o per cent return scra^ arc  contemplated,  eacn furnace üroduciog 7r> tone of limila 
ato-i  per hour-, M 

18.     .PLe author give* an economic  comparison of stool  coats of the classical method 
compaie^with nuclear reduction/arc furnaces and shows  that, with coke costing from 
* a to •* 27 per ton, nuclear steel would be cheaper  than conventional.    As coke prices 
increase,   the eavmgs vili become greater.    If co'ce costs ;; 35 per ton,  the cost of 
eteelmaicinc by this concept would be  from 3 3  to :,  5  lese per ton than by the 
conventional process and these savings could go as high as ;, 5 to S 10 per ton if the 
price of coke became J 50 per ton. 

Ì?'    J!;e+
dU*ho;u

believes that  the  cost of nuclear energy will remain much more stable 
than that 0.  other energy sources,  particularly coiling  coal and that uranium could 
therefore oe in a position to control  the price ci coking coal.    IP this technology 
snoula proceed,  it would be expected  that the conventional blast furnace route would 
SÏTO 

y
+
be

1 
confi"ed t0 areas nearer to coking coal deposits and, as pointed out by 

AbllJSK et al,   m Paper II-l,  the net result would be  that this proposed system and the    ¡ 
classical system would complement each other. 

?'ï.' v,Inuhlf ,yaperf the author P^eents a very comprehensive and well documented report, | 
which should arouse considerable interest and questions.    One cuestión concerns the ! 
investment costs ouoted. It seems that S 47 per ton for the conventional system is very! 
low even if coi:e is to be purchased and that the differential in favour of the nuclear ! 
fcteelplant could DO greater than shown. In view ox the worldwide concern with air and Í 
vater pollution,   the author's comments on th, ¿e pointe and whet..er the cost of such ¡ 
equipment ¿s included in the investment figui-s, woulu be welcomed. | 

I1-    ft'Per XI-¿-     I" this paper Messrs. \!WZEl and BLOCK point out that reduction of iror 
ore requires large amounts of energy and that, while heat  from fossil fuels can be 
obtameo cheaply in some areas of the world, not all of these fuels are suitable for 
iron malung.     in particular, the blast furnace requires coke which is not only costly to 

aïl iv^s of ftílTf be °btained frOT< eve^ i;i»d of coal. It is to be ejected that 
ail  types of fossil fuels will increase m price in the future, in the case of natural 
nfS

m^-   01i  dUe t0 1ÌmÌted re'sources and in the caso of coal due to increase in the cost 01 mining. 

22.    It therefore becomes necessary- to investigate other sources of energy, an obvious 
possibility of which is nuclear energy.    Probably the best method of utilization of Sia 
type of energy would be m the electrolysis of water into hydrogen and oxygen, but this 
will oecome practical only after the development of electrolysis cells of low capital 
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4 j investment and a high decree .-,f efficiency.    Even ne-,  however,   :.he  foyt  ci nuclear 
i • energy is oui te low when compared with other fuel a,  - ¡<i< '   -L n ' ,,ocei f ,..,t(,  1}. a 

< oevoloprnent of reactors which can reach suitable hrbh per  tenner'  ture^ '" W successful 
I   rpJication 01 nuclear heat energy for  Industrial  processes io considered  -.0 important 
j i hat research work is being carried on all over the •.•or'.'.d. 

: :;L: Considering this process route for ¿teelma.-i^,   the-authors point out, as does 
...iauiuOLI.   trie possibility of using nuclear reaction heat for gasifying oil, methane and 
u,rate,   to be unci in shaft  furnaces or fluidised be^ for ore reduction with the 
^iuctricai  energy created used for meltiny the eyerie iron by oloetric  arc  fumu-os. 

,4.    The possibility of using' reduction gases in the blast furnace is   :onsidered, one 
,ifiiculty being good ¿as penetration into  the inner pavt. of the  furnace.    In contrast, 
-he shait type furnaces for direct reduction,  or fluidi zed beets,  do not have this 
ça obi em. 

•¿'j.    The nuclear reactor raudt be a certain minimum size to be economical.    Since the 
factor hez, itself cannot be  transported over  long distances,   the gas generator must be 
Joca tea close to  the reactor and the most economical solution would be for the reactor 
plant jv.l so to be close by.    The authors consider the possibility of transporting the 
reduction gases by pipeline to a number of consumers and conclude that this could be 
practical within a range of IOC  i:m.    although the gases would have  to be reheated,  this 
coula oe done by the off gases from the reduction plant. 

26. It is pointed out  that high temperature reactors are best used in combination with 
gas and electricity generating plants.    It therefore seems logical  to consider the 
establishment of a central energy plant supplying both reduction gas and electrical 
energy to a number of satellite plants using direct reduction and arc furnaces. 

27. It would be very interesting to have the authors'  comments on the relative costs of 

!JraiOLin?n LpÍrSinCept aS °0mPaied WÍth a leiTge derated ï*«*.  " Proposed by 

GfiOUF 2 

?8. The papers of this part of the session deal with the principles of gaseous reduction 
ind the production of reducing gases for direct reduction processes. Such gases can be 
jDtainea from fossil fuels, by the conversion of synthetically produced gases, however 
the most important source is natural gas, the main component of which is methane. The 
,'ays oi manufacturing the reducing gas for direct reduction as proposed by the various 
authors are different, but any such gas must have carbon monoxide and hydrogen as main 
Components. 

9", PfiPer II -11. The authors PANTKE and UNGE give a comprehensive review of the 
tunoamental principles of gaseous reduction and the composition end production of 
reducing gases. Gas processes can use gasified fossil fuels, natural gas, methane, 
residual ammonia synthesis gas, gasified naphtha. All these ¿rases have to be converted 
tu a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. 
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v.     Thf   fconomi'-í. -i a gas bared r-.duotior. procer ai-   <rvrTT.nd by  UH   .-hernial 
utilisation uf the reducing agent.       Thr utilization f-. t.-r   i-.-- -untrolled by   th- kineti- 
i. o.   thr   ratet   -f r-action with the    r< ,   and th.:  thannody-namie.   which er   ¿ri von by the 
equilibria  in  '.ho iron-oxid,- -  • ar  systems,    urthermero bv  thr-  rotai   heat  requirements 
rf  ihr reactions taking plac<>.       "•'} •    rae uri .izata^n of carbon monoxide  ir.   the reduci JOT 
. f  inr or*- dépendu •-n  ti.-  i ron-o arbor --xygon roui Libri am diagram,   i.e.   on  the temperatu: 
and   type .-f iron oxido  to be   reduced.       Tn  tho name way   tha WF, utilization of hydrogen   : 
ir; • ortrolled by the i ron-oxyror— hydro pon  equilibrium syst en..       Technical   reduction 
gasea conni ni  <f carbon monoxide end   hydrogen as we J.I   as  residual  gasee   like carbon 
dioxide and wat'T vapor.      The  last  two gasee diminish the total  reducing potential 
available,   the  consequence: being a -aeed for n hi gì.or gas  throughput  ir,  the direct 
T'. duH.i ••), unit.       The reduction rate  is also decreased by the difference botwenn the 
• •oui libri um oarKa: di oxido cor tent  and the actual  carbon dioxide content  ir,  the reducing' 
gay, which determines the degree of oxidation    f this pas.      With an increasing degree cfi 
rxifation the consumption of reducing g&s f^d consequently ef primary gaB does iroreaet 
as well. 

31. The reducing pases in réduction processes d    not only serve as roduotants,  but also j 
supply t^  the reactor the process heat, which is used  f : r heating up the    res,   to eompen-j 
sate heat leases from the system and  to '-over the required rear ti T heat.       Reaeti  n \ 
heats f^r reduction with carbon nrrvxide and hydrogen f r the different  iron oxides are   ! 
given.       F r a shaft furnace tJ'.e influence of gas utili zati "T and the c mposition of the; 
redueirp gas on  the volume of gas required for a 95 per cent reduction of hematite of 
1000° 0 is also discussed.       The conversion of fossil   fuels to reducing pasee and the 
re-quired heats of reactions are tabulated.       Host of the processes need  addition of 
external  heat. 

32. The most important gaseous fuel for the production of reducinr gases is natural gas,¡ 
the main componed; of which is methane.      This can be converted by partial  combustion viVñ. 
oxygen,   recuperative reforming with steam,   or with recycled carbon dioxide from the direcj 
reduction process.      In order  to obtain ar auto thermic reforming process,   a far higher 
amount of oxygen must &e made available,   thai   required by stoichiometric conditions. 
Gases with a high oxidation factor have a too low reduction potential,   therefore carbon 
dioxide and steam contained  therein Vve  to 1     removed.       After removal   of these 
additional  heating is necessary,  which adversely affects  the general  economics of the 
process. 

33. Reducing gases with a low oxidation factor are desirable,  because no intermediate 
treatment is necessary.      Tht   introduction of additional heat from regenerators, 
recuperators or partial  intomal combustion in combination with regenerators makes thiB 
poseible.       The authors discuss three examples of the production of a reducing; gas,   &e 

manufacture with steam in a recuperator, with air in a regenerator and with gas recycling 
in a regenerator. 

34. The HyL process is discussed as an example for recuperative pas manufacture with 
steam.       Energy requirements are now 4-4 Gcal per tor, of iron.      The regenerator principi 
for reducing gas production is reviewed for regenerators using air and,   in another coneej 
uninr portions of unused top gas from the process in recylcing. 



'L/Í-'   .,   I; 

''.'•..      11' no;,v|'(l   4'-i    >•?'•   ir  er   d   in  t¡.>    r-<   ^   r"^ •'•        ••-    r. f  r: u», ,    ' t •-    -e. :   » •;• •;   » ,-»t 
ir-  compi it-.L.v utilised  and  >.")  !•;.'-: r^f'u^t  .«n- rt v  i-.e     t«    :.    - . ( rr-.r. '<!--t>    .      '       "Picun!   -<:' 
'it-il   l'Ufi r cuiiretneri   v< diction \ ,\   ear  n-'l'-ìin,    •<     ••    hr    *   r •iu'ti<-ji  : v u-, i   p^nrta 
a:   the   def'T<><    01    the   nxidalioii   ni' ti,<    nv,       tr.,    e<rlî-->'    .e     r»       V' TV t ;   . .i;-.* i en  c¡    •> 
;rcduct,  primary  pas  e or: por itinn,   th    r-'e ir il i'alie -!,,   . rt»nt    uri  frqi. v.--y   .-f at    u;i 
reparation,   and tin   1. • r-t  h>f.r- r ol   t h-    ryf-i • :...    ïh     -p.-r'-tuv   .J--- t ;,   ''r r   *\.    -*• -un*. f-.-H'm 
-•i" reducing fnsee   frei»   )^\.roi:cr^ov  it'm  li-.;vd  ivrlr Vvi + !    -^y; • n ar    .••-;>•!,. 

^( .     Naturel  pas--s   fro;r¡  d ¡ .ff» r rt  dtprsitr vary   in   th> ir  err •position   *n   t   iairlv 
vàde  rpxif'i.-,   as ais.---  described.     >'•   cor:tent  al   ritr^r*n   iner'"-te« r ^h<   ear  cniruLiti'-n 
in the direct reduction  proci ss,   t-ïir-  ¡aame ir  tne   f<--r  carbon dicxid"  entent »   hawov.-r 

;    to  a  looser extent,     aydr. •<. • r.  rulphicle  in natural   ene- h?r   tr p«;   rerove ¡  because  sulphur 
|    is  corrosive to the  enuipmi nt  and  poisons th>   e^talyrt.     ?1 «   d»-,'T> e ,,f oxidation  in a 
I   reducing (rae, determines the methane re.-r¡u i riment s of  -   dir :i't  reduction  pro<*osp.  but to 
I   a lesser dopr-ce whr>n o+'f-f'ar- recycling ie applied. 

*?.    Paper I - 12.     The rrovinp intore.pt  in direct  reduction o;   iron ^r. r and the 
re-suiting importance of process  for nakinf  reducin-   .- apt p  are  deperii.e-d ly  tïEMAREST. 
Various technologies to make reducing  rares ar»   available  and the author foctin..»« 
attention especially on the UFO of petroleum derived hydrocarbons ar vol!  as on coal 
and  coke. 

36.    As mentioned previously by PÀNTKE and IJUieE,   this paper -ii^r river the   thermo- 
dynamic criteria  for the production oí reducing raffen,   and in addition d* air with thn 
auality lévele and properties of such pas's,    liethcdr r.f praducinp reducing cases  from 
coal  and coke are  reviewed.    For the  conversion of petroleum derived hydrocarbone, tve 
processes are described,  partial oxidation and stear. hydrocarbon reforming.    The 
development and technological basis of these two cc-nct^t?  is described.    Furthermore, 
moans of adaptation and operating requirement r for ; ronera tin# a  suitable quality fas 
are established. 

f9.    Paper II - 8.     In this v-aper Sr AB CHEZ and his co-authors describe the use of 
unconverted methane for direct  reduction.    Evaluations cf specific hydrocarbon 
consumption, reduction,  theoretical heat ra•• uirercentt  for conversion and reduction 
processes and the heat reauirements for heating tli    roduetants are made.    Three 
proups of direct reduction processe? on this basis  are  classified:     (a) processes 
using unconverted methane,  or methane  converted by recycled carbon dioxide  and ste&m, 
(V ) processes using externa'1   ^arbor.  dioxide,   and steam  for the   conversion of methane, 
and  (c) processes using partly oxidiaed methane with oxyren frem an external  source. 
After development  of a  specific methane consumption coefficient for the processes 
described before,   ib  is  found that those  of type-   (a)  have  the lowest methane 
consumption, which is also dependent on the partialpprcssure of steam and  carbon 
dioxide in the resulting gases. 

40.    Th    following conclusions on reducing aftent consumption and heat  consumption f« 
beatine wrá the chemical reactions of conversion and  reduction for the three procea»e§ 
types can be reached: 

Process (a) has the smallest reducing agent and  theoretical consumption for 
heating the reaction components.    Direct use of hydi-ocaibonc is possible and no 
separate gas  conversion equipment is needed. 
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- h'ocfiBg  (b) neoiU- to heot a supplementary amount of methane and vapours required 
for   the   ennvomor, 

- Process (o) has the highest  re iucin   agent consumption for heating the reactants 
however the   Draallest h-.-nt   * onsunpt....... ,c   the  ohemAca.1 reaction.    Total 
theoretical  ht^t consumption of thir nrocers approaches  that  of type  (a). 

41. The use of unconverted methane m direct reduction is discussed by the authors 
and operating parameters are given.    The  reduction vessel  operates alsc as a methane 
converter,  using the steaa and carbon dioxide produced during reduction.    The carbon 
content  of the produced sponge iron is controlled by the temperature and the carbon 
dioxide and steam content of the gases in  the sponge pores.     If these are high,  the 
carbon content is low. 

42. Technological  conditions for unconverted methane direct reduction processes are 
dtjfiaea: 

(a) A stationary system with continuous charging of ores has to be used. 

(b) Correlation between methane input and reduction speed of the oxide has to be 
«ade,  this can bo done by analysing the decomposition of the resulting gases. 

(e)    The partial pressure of methane hat to be kept outside  the  limits of its 
thermal a^compc-sition in order +o avoid soot  forming. 

43«    Methane is introduced in the reduction zone in accordance with the amount of water 
and carbon dioxide formen bv reduction,   the résultant gases are evacuated in uniflow or 
ramified flow with the cuarge <  diluting the methane by recirculating part of the top 
gases and producing a sponge iron vith low carbon content.     As a result of this work an 
industrial  scale process to produce sponge iron powder by using methane and solid carbonj 
was developed. 

44«    Paper 11-9.    Tl is pepee by HAT/iMâcu e- vere research work by the  Institute of 
Metallurgical Reseor ;h ¿n SucLare^     JïI  tiu   <¿e 01 ¿.onianian methane deposits for direct 
reduction.     The kinetics and thermodynamics for a mixture  of hydrogen and carbon- 
monoxide have been investigated  for this purpose.    In the use of methane converted with 
carbon-dioxide the  following facts, must be considered;     (a)  the reaction of ore with       1 
undisnociated methane is highly endothertnic.     (b)   The reduction rate below 1050°C is 
slower with methane than with carbon-monoxide or hydrogen,     (c)     In order to reduce the 
heat consumption in  the redaction reaction the carbon-monoxide content of a carbon- 
monoxide-hydrogen mixture gar, should be fairly high. 

45-    The authors   level or. the ihermodynamj ce ana kinitier of the reduction of iron ores 
with hydrogen and carbon-monoxide.     For tin.  conversion of methane with carbon-dioxide 
the. maximum and minimum oxidation conditi one are given > while both are endothermic} the 
minimum conditions  ero  uecir^bio because   they are lea^ energy-consuming. 

46.    A laboratory unii   with olor -tri OPI  hating  ior t} e convert-ion of methane with 
carbon-dioxide under  tìu   presene..1  o.' u  special  nicic-l  ectalyst  is described.     The 
lügliest gas volume with  Die  i>est  i-i.e-nical   eompositicu was  achieved nt temperatures 
betwe-n  9^ and   iOOt^;.     t. yield  factor  for the rae thane conversion is developed,   and 
the process parame tere are determined.     The authors also describe  a laboratory reduction 
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.1, p.  cylindrical retort for 1 Kg of luLip or palletized ore.  The reducir«- g.\-s had 
per cent carbon-dioxide, 4^." per cert carbon-monoxide, 4^ pt'.r cunt hydrogen and 

-r cent methane.  The lowest methane consumption was found n* an ore sise of ¿0 
yj  inni, a methane carbon-monoxide ratio of 1, ? gas inpu!~ rate of 100 NL/h and a 

-••..cerature of 950°0.  The best productivity, however, exist, at the same conditions 
!_• a temperature of 800"C and the double gas flow rate.  Consequently, temperature 
. r.irols the methane consumption, reductant flow the productivity. 

.',. The laboratory unit was also modified for recycling of off-gas.  No change in 
• . reduction operation could be observed, however the carbon-monoxide and hydrogen 

,nient were lower because of a 7.6  per cent content of nitrogen.  The reduction 
ed remains the same with recycled gas, however the economic« were greatly improved 
cause the methane consumption was reduced to lese than half. 

: -. The authors conclude that the use of recycled and regenerated reducing gas based 
¡on ne thane is feasible for direct reduction, and that recycling improves the general 
.-;:;ergy balance to a great extent.  An industrial scale production plant can be based 
!,:i this process developed in the laboratory. 

- GROUP 5 
\ 
i'.-.1.    The papers of the last group of this session contain information on direct 
induction processes with relation to ore  supplies,  choice of process,   steelmaking and 
1-1 so include work on reoxidation.      The choice of a direct reduction process has to be 

.-de v/ith relation to  the site given,  and the available energies and iron ore.      Also 
'-elmaking in electric  arc furnaces with direct reduction products is discussed and 

! economical comparisons between the direct reduction/electric furnace route and 
conventional  steelmaking processes are made for an arbitrarily selected case.      The 
ciiumistry and the process of reoxidation have been investigated and protective measures 
firing storage and transportation are suggested. 

'°-    Paper 11-5.   In the beginning KALLA and his co-authors state  that  the gas processes 
ip shaft furnaces and retorts need sized or^,   the iluidized bed processes fine ores or 
concentrates.      Rotating kilns are fairly i .dependent on ore cize,  depending on the fuel 
being used.      Pluidized bed processes neea paxticies of well defined size,  and, in order 
u maintain a stable fluidi sed bed,   the  gas flow rate must also be kept within narrow 
limits.      In retort process gas and/or solid carbon reduce a pre-determined quantity of 
ore discontinuously.       If gas is the reducing agent,   its even distribution inside the 
retort is very important,   the most  suitable ore size being the pellet.      Even gas 
distribution is also  the main productivity control factor in counter flow 3haft furnace 
processes.       The particle  size of the ore is limited and its external  shape must not 
change in the passing through the shaft.       The  smallest particle  size  is determined by 
reaching the fluidization point of the burden.       The  temperature maximum is controlled 

the softening or sintering point of the burden,  its minimum by the reducing rate. ,1V 

;«1.    Rotating kiln processes are flexible  as concerning che::J.cal  composition and 
article size of  the ore and the solid reductant.      They operate con-currently and counter- 
currently,  determining factors are behaviour of ore during preheating,   degree of 
reduction in the final product and type  and feeding method for the  solid reductant used. 
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52.    The authors mention a world production capacity of 5 million tone per year of hi** 
metallized ore by the end of 1972.    For the choice of a reduction process at a given °* 
location as main parameters, type and price of available energy as well as properties of 
available ores are discussed.    The influence of fuel price on the production costs of   ^ 
sponge iron processes is given,  also cost advantages from the use of ore fines are 
considered.    The use of cheap raw materials as beach sands, benefication tailings and 
leach residues which cannot be treated in conventional processes is evaluated.    By 
combination of direct reduction with another refininr process iron and accompanying 
other metals can be separated.    (For example cobalt and nickel containing ores). 

53. The route from ore to steel always involves the three steps; 

(1) Separation of iron from oxygen, (2) fusion of iron and gangue, (3) separation of 4 

accompanying elements. Contrary to the conventional metallurgy direct reduction assumed 
only the first task.    The melting of iron and gangue takes place in electric arc 1 
iurnaces,  the separation of accompanying elements ia of no importance.    In the direct 
reduction/arc furnace metallurgy the oxygen removal  takes place from the ore right 
through the crude steel directly. 

54. The steelmaking with metallized ore is discusoed.    Separating the normally acid 
gangue by means of slag formation in the arc furnace makes the proportion and 
composition of gangue content an important factor. 

55. Results of a 25 ton arc furnace aie evaluated, a basicity of *.0 seems to be 
necessary for metallurgical work. The slag weight increases with increasing gangue 
content of the used sponge iron, and these relations are described. This gangue contend 
also influences the power consumption of the electric arc furnace operation. The highes 
power consumption with a greater flag volume can be partly compensated, as postulated by 
the authors, by hot charging of the sponge. Reported savings are 150 kwh per ton of rav 
steel with 800 C hot charging. It would be intero a ting to know whether such results 
really have been obtaineu from practical experience with sponge iron, or whether they 
are Based on conclusions from the preheating of scrap for electric arc furnaces. 

56. The gangue content of the ore and the r suiting sponge iron influence electric 
steelmaking with this product to a great exi-.nt as mentioned previously, consequently 
the pre-remcval of gangue content of the iron ore in desirable.    This is compared for 
the conventional steelmaking route and the direct reduction/electric furnace route. 
The authors conclude that an economical operation of arc furnaces with sponge iron is 
only possible when the gangue content ie less than %5 per cent.    However, change in 
prerequisites and the cenerai  energy equation cari alter the picture considerably. 

57. The distance between direct reduction plant and  steel works operating on sponge 
iron basis is briefly diacuased.    For transportation,  reoxidation of a metallized ere 
can have some importance, it ia determined by primary porosity,   which depends on 
reducing temperature.    Hot briquetting of the product reduces the sensibility to 
reoxidation. " 
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'58.    Paper II - 10.    KNOP and his co-authors state that  ine low heet ^ncìuctivity and 
Hi large inner surface of metallized ore products are the main reasons fo.' re oy. i dati on 

jwhich can be described as a two-step rusting process, with the forming oí' an iron- 
Ihydroxide and an iron-oxide.    Both reactions are exotherme,  the produced heat is 
j4 Goal per gr of oxygen, i.e. 1 per cent  oxygen pick-up under adiaba-1; ic conditions can 
j recult in a temperature rise of 35°C 
j 

'39.    In order to investigate the corrosion mechanism of sponge iron piles durin,;; storage 
and transportation extended tests have been carried out by two companies- in the Federal 
Republic of Germany.    These tests involve wetting of sponge iron piles in closed and 
open bunkers, behaviour of ignited sponge in closed and open bunkers, as we}] ac 
reoxidation of a pile of metallized ore under extreme weather conditions.    The first 

iti proup of tests resulted in temperature increases from 50 to 80°C, with sea water this 
occured already after 30 hours.    The oxygen content in the gas phaso de.' raased in the 
initial part,  to increase and reach a stable Itvel later. 

60.   After indirect ignition, within two days a temperature raise was found in a pile 
in a bunker.    The oxygen content in the bin atmosphere decreased.    After another 
150 hours temperatures of 600°C could be found only in the bin axis.    Measurements of 
the oxygen content of the atmosphere produced more ¡îignificant results    *.ian temperature 
measurements.    Up to I4 days no real risk in transportation coming from the temperature 
raise could be found. 

61.   When a pile of sponge iron was ignited directly in an open bin,  reoxidation was 
only found in the surface of the pile,  self-extinguishing took place in deeper layers. 
After 6 days a temperature of 550 C was reached, the metallization was reduced only in 

Ï* 
r 
% the top layers,  sand covering of ignited pile steps the reoxidiation process after a 
^considerable short time. The last series of tests exposed sponge iron piles to heavy 

weather conditions. After 9 months a reoxidation up to 40 cm depth below the surface- 
was found, total of l6 per cent of the pile suffered from reoxidation in varying degrees. 

62. The basic result of these tests were that metallized ore materials which bave been 
produced at high reduction temperatures are suitable for transportation.    Also a 
successful sea transport over a far distane    of 65O tons of s¡ onge ivon is mentioned. 

63. The authors draw some general conclusions for the handling,  storing and 
transportation of metallized ore:    the best is to melt after production, if this is not 
possible the storage should be sheltered.    Bulk shipments loading should take place in 
good weather.    Sponge iron piles must be protected against heat, i.e.  ignition.    During 
shipment, the atmosphere of bunkers must be controlled, temperature changes of bulk 
shipments are first indicated by a drop of the oxygen content of the bunkers' 
atmosphere.    If these precautions are taken, the tendency of sponge iron to reoxidize 
does not create problems. 

64. Paper II - 6.    GUEENAU and his co-authors state the fact that metallized ore 
products may corrode unprotected in direct contact with rain, humidity, sea or river 
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water.    This reoxidation is caused by the higher outer and  inner surface created by higi. 
porosity and in the reoxidation process,  costly degrees of metallization are lost. 
Besides climatic conditions, other parameters influencing reoxidation are th« shape of 
the sponge,  the reduction process used to maJ-e it, the separation process at the end 
of direct reduction, and the porosity.    In <->IK example,  qaoted by the authors, a sponge 
iron sample with 95 per cent of reduction decreased in 30 days to 63.6 per cent of 
reuuetion under heavy corroding conditions.    Also the briquetting of sponge iron does 
not produce sufficient results.    A classic form of protection would be the application 
of plastics, based on hydrophobic polymers.    The selected elastic protection materials 
must be economically applicable in a thin lt\yer, and must ,.ot contain undesirable 
contaminants. 

65. The application of plastic foam was found a technically feasible surface protection 
for piles and bunkers of sponge iron.    By applying a thin foam layer, reoxidation waa 
prevented.    Another way of protecting toe sponge iron is to produce a protecting film 
around individual pellets made from polyvinyl acetate dispwsicae as well as phenol 
combines, which both produce a sufficient temporary protection, phenolic resins giving 
protection over a longer period.    In the foam layers mentioned before, the used poly- 
urethane foam gave a complete protection of large piles of metallized ore. 

66. The authors also discuss the cost of protective measurement s with plastic materiali 
If plastic shells around individual pellets are applied, the costs with phenolic reains 
are in the range of I.50 - 2.00 DM per ton of sponge iron.    The equipment required is 
net complicated.    Protection of large metallized ore piles can be achieved with poly- 
urethane foam covers;    the costs depend on the size of the pile.    For a 7000 ton pile 
the authors quote cost3 oí 1.10 DM per ton of sponge iron,   for a pile of 60.000 tons 
only O.5O DM per ton are mentioned. 

6?.   The general conclusions of the- authors' paper is that metallized iron ore can 
technically and economically be protected from reoxidation by either protective 
individual or by bulk plastic coatings. 
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Summary 

Solid fuels dc not count for much in world consumption of energy,  and their share 
is continuously growing smaller. 

On the ither hand,  despite the large reduction in the consumption of blast-furnace 
coke, coal still fills a larg^ part of the energy requirements of steel-making.    There 
are new prospects for it, first in massive injections of hydrocarbons into blast 
furnaces,  and secondly in advances in the prereduction of ircn ^re. 

The energy balances for the main prereduction processes have been compiled from 
published figures or based on assumptions about the operation of these processes. 

These balances show on examination that these processes in which the gaseous 
reductants are nvt recycled have a minimum heat consumption of 4-5 Gcal/t Fe, whereas 
with recycling this may be as low as 3 to 3,5 Gcal/t Fe. 

Prereduction and the fusion of prereduced material in electro-furnaces open the 
way to steel-making without solid fuel. 

The energy balances of the various processing schedules for liquid steel 
demonstrate the possibilities of adapting any form of energy to steel-making. 
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SUi-LLu'i,/ 

The time i tí foreseeable edi.-e co?-l and nuclear :mergy  will bo the only tac sources 
Lì primary encrât available in iara'c ouecatities o;i this planet,  because oil and natural 
£DB will ha va- been largely ue.d up. 

The price  A i earn!, will ir.croaeo nor;   rapidly thai:  that oí' nuclear energy,   so that 
ih-1 UBO of nuclear 'iii^y fer ire:; -vid   et esìmale ine it- bcund te bocone a practical 
pr:position  i a the not   toe  xtrtaat   future,    b'ayj, te reali:-e ite potential are already 
•.•.••LiÇ investige tei  uorlûaide, 

Thirì papv-r  surveys  ih •  ecooibiìilioe ei' acino nncleer heat  in  iron ore reduction. 
It  i y shewr   that  the  .MO,IT  i'iold  of application ie lik< ly  tr  htj  tta   production of large 
luarefciti'a? or cheaa ie da.lay _.;yi-  'ither ly  aunrlyine •.,•: A-  t<"> .   reduei >y ¿;as Generator 
or,  in the more  distant  futur.-,   b,   . 1 .a trel; eie  'if    et,,.a. 

Since outlet   temper^ haar  fron t '.a-  reetei' ar- a at  liicoly  to  exceed  laü€6  C in 
the>  foreseeable  future,   direct a. IHny ia r-~t   included, 

Practical   poesibili ti.. e c-,   o-nb.i air.'- v-, -f:<-t"r. ,  fro., e-uaeratora and c.noltin# unite 
: TO disouasod and  it   ia jilean  that  ta.    chenic-I' oí fioieney of tiu.  aae utilisation in 
"lncst ideal,     i'apcctjd  loa;.- ùa-o   eaoeta are   euraeyod. 
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Summary 

The first part contains an analysis of the known deposits and location of the 
rincipal raw materials used for energy production and of the factors which could 
feet  their future cost.    The reserves having the most even geographical distribution 

.•e those of uranium (and other similar materials) and of natural gas. 

Next, a number of steel-making processes in which both nuclear energy and natural 
is can be used simultaneously are reviewed in the light of their feasibility and cost. 

these, the one most feasible on an industrial scale appears Lo be a direct reduction 
jrocess using nuclear heat,  followed by smelting of the sponge iron by elect i-ic furnace 

an integrated works with h i già- temp e rature gas nuclear reactor. 

Lastly,  an account is given of expected trends in the cost of raw materials 
ciployed in energy production which make it. possible to use at eel-making processes 
ilizing nuclear power side-by-side with conventional steel-making processes. 

E.72 - 10069 
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Summary 

The paper presents the results of research into the production of metallized 
ollsts in s pilot rotary k±]n. 

Laboratory measurements vere made prior to investigations on an industrial acale. 
7c obtain the necessary specimens, pelletizing of tvrivoi XOQ  concentrates \/ao carried 
cut. 

To explain the influence of the temperature on pellet cocinre^aion strength during 
hardening in an oxidizing or neutral atmosphere, testa were carried out in the 
temperature range of 200-1300°C during 50 minutes.  It is evident that the oxidation 
process has P.  great influence on the increase of pelletr; strength only to the 

< -imperature of 1100°C: above thic temperature sintering of ore ¿grains is more 
important and this process is the most important factor in improving pellet properties. 
The sttidy of pellet reduction vas int ended to explain the influence of the degree of 
-xidation of pellets on tir:: reduction degree and the o trennt h of reduced pelleté. 

Pellets were reduced by wean E of pure 00 and by a mixture oi C0¡-Ho at the 
''•raperature 850 and 110°C, during ou minutes.  It was shown thai, the compression 
vtrength of reduced pellets depends on the j.ardening temperati re ^nd the oxidation 
logree.  Pellets hardeneel at low temperatures, when reduced by means of CO - ^.*ell 
jr.;' are weak.  The presence of H,, favours the increase cf the degree of reduction, 

•'. lowers the swelling and increases'the otrength oí oellets. 

The study of the mineralógica! structure of fired (oxidized and monoxid.zed) 
I pellets confirmed the conclusion that in order to obtain strong and metallized pellet« 
they ought tc be partly oxidized durine* the firing process: to avoid pellets swelling, 

j the temperature of pellet hardening ought not tc be lower than 300CC am the 
reduction ought to be carried out by near:s of a gas containing H9. 

02.72-65II 
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Investigations in the experimental unit were carried out  on the basis of 
laboratory resulta.      The experimental unit consisted of a rotary kiln of lm diameter 
and 10m long and the grate preheat er 600 nun wide and 2.5m long.      The rotary kiln was 
heated by natural gas s    waste gases heated the £reen pellets on the grate to about 
600°C and partly oxidized them.      ¿luidized coke v:as added to the pellets falling 
down from the grate to the kiln.      The temperature of pellets in the front part of 
the kiln was 1100eC.      The retention time of ine pellets on the grate was 30-40 minutes 
and in the kiln 2.5 hours.      The reduced pellets fell to the containers where they 
were cooled without the access of the air. 

The concentrates Krivoi Sog (Pe 64.75-i,SiO„ 8.4$ and Posdalen (Pe 66.7%SiCL 3.9%) 
were used during the investigations.      As reduzier,  a fluidized coke of 86.C$C and 6$ 
volatite parts was used.      In order to obtain self-fluxing pellets of a basicity of 
0.8, lime was added. 

The average results shov; that the average metallization degree during the 
investigations was 82-86<k      The metallized pellets produced were satisfactory for 
direct use in electric steel furnaces. 
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Summary 

Following a brief description of the most important process modes for direct reduction 
'fluid bed, reactor,  shaft furnace, rotary kiln), tue decidine factors for the selection 
of a process at a given site;    cost of energy, mechanical properties and chemical 
analgia of the proposed iron ore are discussed.    In the conversion of sponge iron 
to steel in the electric arc furnace,  the amount and composition of tha ¿angue play 
¿a important p?Tt.    A comparisor of raw steal costs in the blast furnace-fJOf' and 
direct reduction-electric furnace routes,  showed  -hat, with certain assumptions 
carding location, process technology and power costs,  sponge iron metallurgy becomes 
u\ economic proposition only with gangue contents below about 5.5 í» (3iü_ • jd^Q-). 

A72-19209 
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PROTECTION OP SPONGE IRON PROH aSOXIDATIOK 

Submitted by the Government of the Federal Republic of Go many 

(Prepared by ihr.  II.   W.  GUBETTAU Institut für Eiacnhttttonveson 
der Rhein.  Vestf.  Technischen Kochschule AACHEN) 

SUMMARY 

Sponge iron will  corrode if stored unprotected or tx-ansported through various 
climates.    The corrosion vili be very intensive vhen sponge  ix^on ir in contact with a 
corroding medium such as rain,  high air moisture and vater. 

Reason for the reoxidation is  the high porosity and the large specific surface of 
Eponge iron. 

Reoxidation is a depreciation of sponge iron> because  the decree of l-eduction,  vhich 
includes a lot of cost,  fets lower.    Therefore none raeanureo  should be taken to avoid 
reoxidation. 

Covering with a thin layer of plastic is one of the srncticable  protecting measures. 
The procedure is economic if the  cover could be produced \ery thin. 

Our trials in Aachen showed that plastic layer.: five foo<"; protection e fains t 
reoxidation.    But the obtained thickness ox cover does not usually make this process 
economically interesting.    A food protection and an econonic proposition,   vere covers 
out of polyvinylaoetate and phenolic resin. 

In Aachen another process to protect sponf® iron vas developed.    It in the covering 
of sponge iron dumps with a thin plastic foam layer.     This roam protected the sponge 
iron against the direct influence of vater cr air moisture and prevented reoxidation. 
A very good protection was found by the use of polyure thane foam.    A layer that is 
sufficiently thin was obtained by using thic foau and 30 another ~>roce,3c vas found that 
could be economically interesting. 

E. 72-11654 
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THE BIRSCT WAY FROM IRON ORE TO.CRUDE STEEL USING 
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Submitted by the Government of Italy 

Prepared by Mr. A.  T. BARNABA 

av.rar.ary 

The paper starts with an evaluation of the reasons which have led to abandon 
the industrial use of the Lubetti direct reduction process. Subsequently; consideration 
•- being" given tv, the possibility or re-activating- this process, by improving mainly 
¡.he quality of the charge which - contrary to the practice used at the time - could 
today consist of ore fines with a hi eh Fe.content, veil mixed \-iith  prvdered coal 
regardless 'f quality 

After th» review of the technical characteristics of the Lubatti process ita 
economic viability io brought out by a calculation of the possible production coots 
-;f Gte«l made by using this process. 

IE. 72-19457 
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Summary 

The paper deals with the main problems of the reduction of iron oxides with 
unconverted methane. 

The theoretical reducing agent - and heat consumptions for the heating and the 
cherracal reactions of conversion and reduction are conpared for the following processes: 

A. using unconverted methane or methane converted with HoO and CO? formed 
by reduction, 

B. using methane converted with vapours and 

C. using reducing gases obtained by the partial combustion of methane. 

The processes from group A have the smallest reducing agent consumution and the smallest 
theoretical heat, consumption for the heating of the reaction components.    The processes 
based on^the partial combustion of methane with oxygen (air) have the smallest heat 
consumption for the chemical  reaction, having at the same time the highest reducing 
agent consumption and heat consumption for the heating of the reactanta. 

Tine composition of fiases  resulted by the reduction with -unconverted methane and 
the  temperature from which the process may be -erfomed are determined in the present 
paper. 

The methane may be used unconverted for the manufacturing of sponge iron for 
metallurgical purposes,   too.     In this case,   the following conditions must be fulfilled! 

1. to perform the reduction in a stationary refdrae with continuous char/rin/? of 
iron oxides, " 

2. to correlate the methane output with the amount of iron oxides reduced in a 
time ur.it,  on the basis of gas analysis, 

3. to maintain the partial pressure of methane at values at which its thermal 
decomposition does not take place: 

GE.72-10352 
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- introducing the methane in the reduction zone, in accordance with the amount 
of H2O and CO2 foimed by reduction, 

- directing the reducing gases in uniflow or ramified flow with the charge, 

- diluting the methane by recirculating a part of the gases resulted by reduction. 

On the basis of these principles, an original process for manufacturing iron powder 
by the combined reduction of iron oxides with carbon and unconverted methane was 
elaborated and developed on industrial scale. 
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STUDY OF IRON-ORE DEDUCTION BY GASES DERIVED FROM 
CONVERSION OF METHANE WITH CO, 

Submitted by the Government of Romania 

(Prepared by Mr. Hatarascu, Head of the Laboratory for 
Blast Furnaces and Direct Reduction at the Institute 
of Metallurgical Research;, Bucharest.) 

Summary 

The presence of methane gas in the subsoil of Romania has caused research on the 
airect reduction of iron ores to be concentrated on the use of this gas as a reductant. 

The research carried out at the Metallurgical Research Institute on the use for 
iron-ore reduction of the gases derived from the conversion of methane with CO   was 

based on thermodynamics and kinetics.    The following facts were therefore borne in mind: 

(l)    reactions of ferrous oxides with non-dissociated methane are highly endotheimicj 

(?.)    reduction at temperatures below 1050°C is slower with methane than with CO or H  ; 

(3)    to reduce the heat consumption required in reduction reactions,   the CO content of a 
gas made up of CO and H    should b;j fairly high. 

Two alternative experiments were carried out. 

The first studied the reduction process with gases obtained by converting methane 
with carbon dioxide and eliminating them into the atmosphere ax'ter reduction.    The 
second studied the reduction of iron ores with regeneration of these gases, by burning 
the methane and then recycling them in the reduction process. 

From the start the purpose of the experiments was to establish the main conditions 
for obtaining gaseous reductant3 by converting methane with CO   by the use of nickel 

catalysers.    The main characteristics of the conversion process were determined,  i.e.   the 
conversion temperature,  reductant flow,  decree of effective conversion,  time of contact» 
expansion factor and so on.     The chemical  composition of the gaseous reductant was 1.8 
por cent CO , 48.2 per cent CO,  48 ver cent H0 and 2 oer cent CIL. 

The reduction of the iron ores was studied in a olant in which the o::y-en elimination 
was determined with a balance. 

GE. 72-10478 
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The research carried out by the first method identified the thermodynamic and kinetii 
features of the reduction process and their affect on the specific consumption of methane 
and on plant productivity. 

Reduction temperature is the most important factor for the soecific consumption of 
methane, whereas plant productivity is mainly affected by the gaseous reductant flow. 

By making certain modifications it was also possible to adapt the laboratory plant 
for reduction tests with regenerated gases after conversion of the methane with CO- 
and subsequent recycling. 2 

With similar operating conditions (temperature,  ore granulation, gaseous reductant 
flow and so on) the reduction processes followed the same course. 

The ore used in the reduction tests was hematite with 65 per cent Fe content, 
imported from India. 

These experiments showed that direct reduction of iron ore by an industrial process 
could be profitable. 

end 
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REOXIDATIOH IN CONIŒXIOÎI WITH THE STORAGE .Jfl) 
TRANSPORTATION OF METALLIZED ORL 
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(Prepared by Messrs. H.  KHOP,  Thyssen Nic-ierrhain A.G., 
H. NAGEL, \1, THUIf-1,  Lurgi Chemie und Hüttentochnik GubH. ) 

During- the direct reduction of iron ore -./ith CO and K2 a rather coarse iron 
structure is obtained, vhich of fere a wide area of attack to the oxygen and the 
atmospheric humidity.      The tendency of the metallized ore to rusting and scaling iß 
stronger than that of pig iron and steel.      It could lead to the development of heat, 
causing substantial rises in temperature, originating from the exothermic reaction of 
rusting.      Furthermore some changes in atmosphere of closed bins during oxidation can 
occur, in particular drop of oxygen and development of hydrogen,  carbon monoxide and 
dioxide,      In such cases control of bin atmosph.r    should be'provided.      Apart from 
safety requirements the elimination or slowing down of reoxidr.tion is reasonable for 
metallurgical aspects since the market value of the metallised ore decreases at 
increasing oxidation. 

Experience from the first greater bulk shipment of GL/RìI-notallized ore from 
Hamilton (Can&cta)  to Nanoya (Jap'm) end from a series of industrial scale tests at 
the Purofcr-Plant in Oberhausen (Woot Germany) showed that the oxidation tendency of 
i-'ietallized iron ore is no hindrance for a world-wide application.      Practical proposals 
are given to prevent the metallised iron ore from oxidation dhjring stores and transport. 

GE.72-16451 
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Summary 

Fundamental principles of g<„s reduction.    The production of reducing gas from 
solid, liquid and gaseous fuels.    Influence of sulphur-, nitrogen- and carbon dioxide- 
contents on the suitability of natural gas as a raw material for the manufacture of 
reducing gas.    Influence of the degree of oxidation of the reducing gao. 

GE. 72-I9O54 
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i.      The reporte assigned to 3o3sior III ^en certain*:' not bo  oaid to fora a homogeneous 
whole.      There aro paperi; cicaline with the original  precessori  of direct reduction 
outside - and   even in •• the blast  furnace,   and  palare en the  use of direct-reduced 
material in the  electrie-a,rc furnr.ee.      There it; also r report  specifically concerned 
with the economic  aspects of thr UEC of direct-reduced material  in Koma.nia". 

The first  paper to be ooncidoreà in  the order ef presentation 1 thought  it 
icsirablc to adopt  is that by äeoers.  Hat.-rasru,  Tripe:   :nd Man.      This paper explains 
vhy thf: pilot reactor oient was  abandone«!  for the present 10121  ñheft-fumaee proceso. 

!._     The reactor-type reduction plant,   which v,?s very ornali,   b*inf  deeipv-d for a. 
:aily outpat   of half r ton,   oomprised three reactore    r retortr.       Tn thf:   first  the ore 

was heated with waste   ¡rar. from the direct-reduction reactor,   while the  third reactor 
van used in the fina?   nhaso,  with  fui ]y~rrducine  ear.      Cov, rai  aspects of  this process 
M't retain irte exit of the II; L procese,  un ed  in léxico and airead-- eWly described  at  thin 

• sminar. 

-•1.       In the ICEM reactor procer  the reducing   , as was obtained by reforming methane with 
«ir.       Jt was immediately realised  that   the high nitro^n eonti.nt   if the redueinf pas 
was the primary  eaueo of the very  Lw rate oi' reduction.      On  that account,   ond also 
because they sought  to develop a   continuous process for epenye-iron production,   the 
'uthors abandoned  the reactor system and  conoentiated  their experiments on •   continuous 
process for the production of oncnf.e iron in e  ¡shaft furnace,   usin^ a reducing res 
obtained by reforming nethane with recycled  ra,   i.e.  ran aartielly <;xhaust-d "through 
f.avme already  passed  through  the  chanre of -re fer one phase  of reduction. 

3y improvements in the refonninf plant  it >:;.r. f~>und  panaitlr   t.i r,bt; ir;   reducing pas 
"entaining 35-45   per cent CC ano   40-^:  per cfrvt  do.       The autkoro hoe-   t-   fin.'   a 
eatiafactcry embodiment of this process  in which, "core r; rti.euï.arl v, " th,   "..hamnption of 
ethane is redveod vitheut  Wc-rins-- the   rrpen/- ••' -i a e re«notior.  reti,. 

It would hav.-   been prefe.rehl.,   to discuss  this report  et   r-or.-ion I,  be.'t-.ueo  th« 
IT" process  in  ite   first vernier, wee corcpai ob "! r   to toe My!,   •ro'ere  trnoi ¿or- e  'oy 

•".   Lawrence  et   session!,   wherr.au  in .ite  presort version   it   is   }uife   •'••;:'   to  the 
•r^r modern chef t-furraoe prefaces,   such as nniOFFJ;,   ì!Jì)0?x,   -e Ù  /ÜÍV. .       it  ali 
vents,   we hepr    that   the dieeu:;oioi; wild  b.  v<r ^ ijvOv. 

y.,i2~?(M^ 
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7. Next m order will be the   pe per by I-ir.  Hazanek,   giving particulars of an int er art inp 
investigation of factors effecting the  properties of pellets,   particularly their 
compression strength and rcduciMlity,  for it is on their strength and roducibility that 
the behaviour of the pellets durine reduction depends. 

8. The results obtained in the many experiments are embodied in a series of graphs 
showing .more particularly the txla.tionship between baking1 temperature and on the one 
hand the reducibility and on the other the strength of pellets. 

9«      There aro also comparisons between reduction processes carried out with a gaseous 
mixture of CO and IL,,  demonstrating the advantages of increased percentages of Ho. 

10. There is also a ntndy of pellet swelling and. the deposit of graphitic carbon,  both 
of which phenomena become more marked as the percentage of CO in the reducing gae rises. 

11. ^  The author also gives us a series of photomicrographs showing how pellet structure 
varies with grade of ore and with baking treatment.       These micro phot o graphs are of 
practical as well as of scientific value, because they explain the behaviour of the 
different pellets. 

12. There then follows a somewhat curious report,   the paper by Messrs. Poos,  Vidal and 
Michel.      I have the impression,   if they will forgive me for saying so,  that they wrote 
it with an ironical smile.      They seem   to be saying,  with regard to t^e various 
systems of direct reduction;   "But that can all be done in the blast furnace,  and much 
more simply.'"      But,  seriously,   they acknowledge that such a procedure,  i.e.  the use of 
certain direct-reduction techniques in the blast furnace,  while feasible in practice, 
would be economic only with blast furnaces having a capacity in excess of 2 million tons 
a year.      And on that point wo can well agree,  because in the present state of advance- 
ment of direct reduction it is common knowledge that direct reduction with a blast 
furnace having a capacity of £ million tons a year could be competitive only in very 
special conditions. 

13. In their paper the authors discuss the possibility of direct reduction of the ore 
in the upper parts of the blast-furnace shaf - by injecting reducing gases at the bottom 
of the shaft,   above the main tuyeres, usinfe the same method as in the various direct- 
reduction processes.      The principal  advantages that could be derived from this process, 
if successful,  would be 

(a) the reduction of coke consumption te the minimum required for melting and 
carbonising the metallized material;   and 

(b) an increase in the furnace's productivity. 

14. The paper by I-fessrs. Poos,  Vidal  and Michel  is truly most interesting,  and we 
hope that their experiments will be fruitful  even though some of the experts with us 
here have no great sympathy for that monster the rvcr-bigger and ever-more-powerful 
blast furnace. 
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15. The fourth paper is the first in n scries of reperti describing the possibilities 
of using epongt- iron ir. the charges of electric reduction furnaces and .-Inctrie etcel- 
naking furnaces. 

^. Mr. König is th- author of thJr. fourth -sport, which in o'rtitli-ò "ReiniUs of and 
remarks on the use of directly-reduced materia?, in conventional ele-trie reduction 
furnaces".  Mr. König studi-.x the of feet of a charge oonsiating wholly ur in part if 
iirect-reduced material on the operation of the electric reduction furnace-.  Th,- 
charges of direct-reduced materiel naturally give this furr.e.ce th< advantage of saving? 
in energy and coal while increasing it- productivity.  This is undor-.btr.dl; feasible, " 
end  the author, fiOl; rv-rr- cf this possibility, makec it hin business-, to examine every 
factor that can affect the operation of a reduction furnace charged with sponge iron, 
,md the consequent advantages and disadvantages thereof.  He deals specifically with- 

the composition of the crude ore and the degré« of reduction of the sponge 
iron; and 

the increase in the furnace's output capacity. 

••7. In this connexion we should ccn- ider figures 2 and 3, which show the respective 
increases in production capacity of the electric reduction furnace and the blast furnace 
?.s a function of Fe content.  The author then goes on to consider other aspects of the 
operation of the electric furnace charged with directly-reduced material, namely: 

influence on the volume and calorific value of the top gas; end 

influence on the composition and temperature of the pig iron. 

18. He then moves on to the conclusion that, even now, the combination of the direct- 
reduction process with reduction in the electric furnace may be an economically viable 
solution for countries which have no coking coal, particularly if on the other hand they 
riave cheap electric power. 

19. Ihe nextpaper is by Mr. Postwho deals with the theory and practice of melting sponge 
iron in electric-arc furnaces, and in particular with furnace-charging techniques. 
Kore particularly, he regards the batch charging of sponge iron as absolutely irrational, 
and considers continuous charging of the furnace to be the rational system. 

?0. In this connexion ho considers two systems, the IRC ID and the CONTIMELT.  In the 
ÏRSID process, developed in Franco by the Institut d'.s Recherches .Sidérurgiques, the 
pponge ironie fed through a central hole in the furnace roof.  According to the author, 
this process has so fax been tried out only in a small 6-t arc furnace, and he thinks it 
probable that certain difficulties would be encountered if it were applied in furnaces 
of higher capacity. 
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21. The  author thon discusses tilc COIÍ?Ií-lELT procoaa developed by STELCO  (Steel  Company 
of Canada)  and Lurgi Chemie und Hüttentechnik  (Federal Republic of Germany) with the 
co-operation of Republic  Steel Corporation  (United States).     The report includes a 
diagram of furnace charging in tlie IRSID system, but none  is included of the  CONTIMELT 
charring syst am.    It is kmwn that with the l->4-tor system  the  1'-mp.ee is likewise 
charred  via the  roof through three holes,   each between an electrode and the furnace wall. 

22. Mr.  Post communicator.,   through a series of tables and diagrams?  the data obtained 
in a large number of operations.    The data are readily comparable because they relate to 
homogenous sets of experimente.    The care with which this  research programme was carried 
out vouches for the validity of the conclusions emerging from it. 

23. Unfortunately I have not seen the terts of the session-Ill papers III-12 and 111-5» 
but only very brief summaries of them.    We do not mean this as a criticism of the 
Tuthors,  because what they have to say vail be quite new.     The papers in question are the 
report by Messrs.  N'oda,   lairuhashi and ushiyama on experience in TJHP arc-furnace 
operation and that by Messrs. Kehl end Voss on the use of metallised pellets in 
electric-arc furnace atool-making processes. 

24. The paper by Mr.  Ho da and his co-workers will describo experience in charging by 
the CONTIMELT system,   into a /0-t 45-MVA UTO? arc furnace, material directly reduced by 
the SL/RN method.    The paper oy Mr. Kehl and Mr.  Voss will be of interest to us because 
it will contain information on the operation of the Hamburg steelworks with directly- 
reduced MIDREX,  charged,  if I am not mistaken, by the simple IRSID system or a system 
very similar to it. 

25. The next paper to be considered is the report by Messrs. Morelli and Urgnani 
entitled "The use of Gponge_iron_in_an electric steel plant".    The two topics dealt with 
in this paper are: 

(a) the system used for charging the directly-reduced material into the electric 
steel-making furnace:  end 

(b) a comparison of the operating results of two steelworks having similar plant but 
one using scrap alone and the other using scrap with, high proportions of directly- 
reduced material. 

26. Before describing in detail the specific system adopted for electric-furnace 
charging by TAMSA at Vera Crus (Mexico)  the author;: br^-fly review the other charging 
systems .and explain why they wore prompted, to choose the nre.-ent laterrJ. charging 
system,   in which the directly-reduced material  is injected through an opening in the 
furnace wall. 

27. I hope a discussion on this subject runonr the o::perts present will be possible, 
because the pnpers submitted do n.ot point to a cole md  exclusive conclusion concerning 
the systems used for charging directly-reduced materiel  into electric ateel-making 
furnaces;  it may be that the-   liscu;-sion will brin/; out the rontons why different méthode 
have  to bo chosen. 
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;-l.     So  far as   the  secoue1  part of   tiv  paner by Kossrs.  Gialli   in-   Irgnani  i:¡  concerned, 
it muet bo said  that  thp  reculte which hav? bc~n  compareu do r;ot relate  to  fu]] ••- 
imparable  st^el  plant:..    Hove voi,   :t  : :00ms 'dear  Liât  t.v.   '-,0 n..-r -:ont  soonge-iron 

• iiarge dirt not lower productivity,   v/kil -  thnre v-is a si i Hit inorase   Ln"m *otr'''c nower 
consumption because , f  the  i-rger quantity o    ria- erased by  t) •  spouge-iron's not 
h-vir.g hoeii prepared  from a very hiph-giv -...   -•.• . 

>o 9.     Only very brief mention is mad:- in  the 00per of an improvement in the quality of  the 
-Pinioned product  through the- use of hi~h percentages of airoctiy-reduced materia]' i.-i place 
-\f  scrap.    Wo should be pvateful  to  the authors if in introducing their papere they 
would bo good enough to furnish particulars enabling U3  to forra a renerai- idea of this 
qualitative improvement and of it? economic conséquences. 

JO.     The next paper is  the report by Messrs.  Kudryavtaev and Pcholkin entitled 
"Oo'-'tlrmcmp .coltina' '>:  hot metallic   r 1], g.  -p. ,-,.-.    p—trio  fuma^"'\    An the title 
indicato«-,   the  report  considers  the iat-rc;ting pr-irflcm of charring hot directly-reduced 
materia'   into nicctric  steel-making furnace-.     On  tho baeis of  calculations and the 
resulte of a very large number of  tests  the authors pive fijaren which leave no room for 
doubt as  to the groat advantage of the hot charge. 

31. If before being charged into the  electric furnaae  the directly-reduced pellet:-; are 
.already at a temperature of 700-000°C,   the smelting time is reduced by Sp-jo" per cent 
-aid  the electric power consumption is  consequently l~wer. 

32. A comparison of  chargée of hot sponge iron vi th charges of cold ce rap shows  that 
the saving in electric power effected by ore-heating the sponge   iron can offset the extra 
oovoi* consumption causee1 by the greater quantity oí' .-la'-; from  the sponge iron,   oven at 
'•'•r)0 leg of slag ner   ton  of rteel. 

33. Alongside  the data demonetratire,  the advantages of hot-charging directly-reduced 
material  the authors have developed practical  formulae inter-relating on the: one hand the 
iogree of pre-heating of  the sporge iron,   the logree of metallization of the sponge iron, 
the slag/metal  ratio and,  lastly,   the composition of the  npongf- iron and on the other the 
size of furnace,   ite productivity,  and  the specific consumption of electric power.     The 
technicians meeting here will certainly pay < l^so attention to  the report by Messrs. 
Kudryavtsev and Pchelkin,  because the  subject is of interest to all  electric-furnace 
steelmakers,  whether  they UoO diroctly-reauood material  or th»  conventional  scrap process. 

34. The next  report,  by Messrs.   Cosma and Hat aran cu,  considers a problem common to 
countries having no coking coal but having hydrocarbons.     In  euch countries it seems 
logicai  to employ a direct-reduction procede  to produce opongo iron for u;.;e as part of 
the blast furnace charge so as to  «ave  coke;   or for electric steel-making. 

•'p.     On the upo of sponge iron in  the blast furnace the authors carried out experiments 
''; a finali blast furnace of 0./ m diameter,   while  the tenta concerning the use of sponge 
-on in steel-making w-->re carried out  in electric  furnaces of O.'j and 5 t.    The  coke 

•omumption in  the experimental blast  furnace seemed to us  to be very high.    At all 
' vents,   the authors have given precise  information on  the  total  waving« of coking coal 
•ohievable by using sponge  iron in the  charge. 

>b.     In assessing the advantages and disadvantages of using spong"   iron  in the blast 
furnace and in   the   electric, steel-making furnace  the authors  calculated the maximum cost 
j or sponge  iron  that  could still bo  regarded .as economic.     They intend to carry out 
further experiments in blast furnaces,   and also ir. electric furnaces of higher capacity. 
In this connexion I very much hope that  rome of the experts here present will  be able  to 
rive us experimental  data obtained elsewhere in similar research. 
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Frora the data for two plants with an or tout of 2 and S mi i lion torn of steel 

fouÎd ?hít    fn    1 "«^^^tion rate oí   95 par coat  „,e colculatad.    It  was 
e^rWui^    ^ Per     *    é;3S 0f 2 aCcounti^ ^a>   -^ direct reduction - 
tlZl    J rafh0d 1S n0t  G0^*titivu '-'¡-th ti,* bl^t ru-^ce-conv^rtrr method 
unless the price of coke exceeds 72.5 and 78 accounting units oer ton for   he two 
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DIRECT líEDUCTior o:-' i•.,. yr\: - YT:cr - y - IKOOYY" 

'YYd He-;!, by   tY:-   -remmi of" lio». ;ru 

Prüne.rec  bv • IT" re. sci» 
3!.; r.t P-:r-;ce  -ved 

f-    T    •p-- 

'•"»<''-  RYuHion  I/ "»oratory, 
tY.lurH'vi     .eo^rc!:   listi, huir   ( TCL3 . ) 

'"•   i-,   .i'ri"?:•:»,   Pref K; - r,   boehor,   A  je;r, 
Bucero;^ i': ' Hechnic    • od Mr.  L. Dim,  $• i*ntjVic 
Y-neareh 'Yri-or,   ;Ycc.:--ot !ÎetoUuryj coi   Heowreh 
i-c t.'. tu te (ics:). 

-y./ " r^-r» ' 

U  the Metallurgical I? :ce?rch  Y-tituY rodarci, has .-ocn conducted   into    ry, of 
obtaining the direct reduction oT .i.Wi oreo by  the UP« of :neth*ro.    The research' i« 
continuing.    The Lí.U is  to   oroduce riporre iroo  for eteel-r -Yin»-  in -leetrir   '"uni? rem- 
and  to produce piÄ iron in bleat furnaces -i th p  lover sp.-iUc consumption of eokel 

The preli'-iinrry rosserch at the-  blbi   le^e1   ver. ceetred  nn   the  nyo of rpd»icin- 
-asee obtained   ov con-artin- netYoio  wUh sir in   tiltin •   :ure;ncn.     The nient designed 
m accordance with  thin  process b. » proceed  ¡sonore iron ;f  a induction r»tio of    " 
oporoximtely 95 F'r coni.     Bejuco o"   che  ; ai ri y hi ;\   AÍÍrorer, content of reduci n-- 
oases,   toe recench -..;...•> copied o-t »iih rcciucin„. f^.»; c»-;Ui;u^'   .-.-»rn + h-o 
33"   CO + ÎI,.. '""   '' '"   '"   "    "      ' 

A process I^H been oYeio-oed  '--.ned on  the u«e of  Ye;;e i.-ry.ur,  ir   • sh~. ft  fumee*» 
Tì-e :;P.Bfc.y pre Detainer'   oy  thr  convexión o' me ih-ne -Uh CO;».     Ti o   ".rocera  proven  <br 
rec.vei.iii..-> of the yaeoe uie-charyyV l!urinr reduction a V;   io,-  l'-ei- reyor.oration by the 
-dditio-i of ,:iethceo.     TI-  methane   is  cori-er: ,<3  -1 Lh the CO.,  de Yvod  from   the  iron ore 
reduction process. 

Exnerirrentr,  to de-alon tee procesa   ;ere conducted   ,t T£»r in      Pilot   niant having 
^  capacity of tro r.e trie  tooo of sponde: irò" nor doy.    The  -]r»;t consists of a vertical 
nhrft íumace  with a cubic  capacity of ?.?n'f   Yo  converters  for ro^enerf: tinv end 
re-heating the ^-.rer,   -ad  'Ye w0t scrubbers fino   servii .-.a dry d.¡fJt yep; ratorr:. 

The procedi ano   plrnt Yo-e ro?de  it   eoenibY-   Yi obYin  nooo-e  iroo et hi -h  réduction 
.»>'-.;..i. or. 

The experimente »ere tuée    • ; th iron ore   "roa  Ivi-   (Y,. )  v-.,rv.  ;n  imo   jontont o'" 
£
C

J  T>er cent,     ."»ponee irou produced  et  e  reduction   retjo oí P.S   "or   0r».:t-  renoino1   •»  totfl 
consumption of 75O Mm.'/t. of Metbnc.    Thr-wh ^   meinen of imni^-e^ntc  it  Y---  oeen 
poKfuble  to reence   this conuuir.ptior- ?-»d   to  produce  fpon.ee  imi,  »deh   . mx-ri fi-   u»ethorÎO 
consumption oí' "i.een   thon  .^75 ¡'^'/l. 

0^.72-10/8.° 
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SUMMARY 

In contrast to the modem blast furnace, which reduces iron ores mainly with the 
carbon monoxide given off by th-o fuel coke (exothermic procesn), reduction in the 

.;e^tÌC
+f

C lUfnGCC' i3 î"*16*  °Ut with SOlld carbon»  in view of the lc»' ahaft height, 
or with the carbon monoxide reformed from the carbon dioxide given off by the solid 
caroon (heavily endothermic process).    Heat is Provided by the electrical resistance 
set up when the furnace electrodes are immersed in the charge. 

*    .v" ^l be aPProciated that'   fOT  thess reasons,  reduction work carried out prior 
il.      «lec^ic.f^nace Proce^ will yield substantially bigger saving in oner*? as 
compared with similar conditions for the blast furnace procès«.     Again,  the capacity 
increase for the electric reduction furnace as charged with direct-reduced material 
is considerably greater as compared with the blast furnace process. 

In the paper,   the applicable values are discussed,  and the effects of charging 
direct-reduced material into the electric reduction furnace are considered.    Finally, 
a report is given on actual resuite as obtained in the operation of an industrial-scale 
direct-reduction plant with linked electric reduction furnace. 
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In  thf  psst iwyr;..rft,   thr    »nicier-qr o,'  Ilio bk. t-fur;:; c-   ,wt.   ;u r-riect,d 
by accr«£-t¡iiv   colio y-.-t. • c\   hrr b.     ,   ,•-..,-.. nv  iw-, -.-v.;  w ii-•   ,        * : i' '•-•Lect--tl 

si-^d ircn-Wi,.,.  bard.,; ,,£ t^-ie/lr..    Urj lûti 3tatoi5 Lt,,q Cc ( uov:,t,^ Y^ \, ^ ~u 

BöTv í'nt       TÍ        
lí"rf1: f^-"•  (ovKIB), iiavm, a. i.on coûtent ci about 

!rí^t ;+ ^;lU^>   ^c^  ,.t P^utc  Ora,,,  Ven^u.lr,  ÍP  the void's 
l.rge.t pl,nt  ,oi procacia   „ Pi educed burden storiai, vutli a, ,ntcd erpncity of 
ap to one ujxllien i.K-tric ton« of Hlf  • er yefl.. '       v 

,...,0+f+nfSe   thCy T-  hl?h?í   ,ed,K'Pd  i:i  «Witior. io bei^ ur.ifür.T]y «ized,   ine HIB's 
-fatate  Dì,  exceptio,«-]   blart-r-^ ,e bu.de,   :nat,rirl.    ^«reduction of tho burd«, 
IB the ultot, w.-dHicatic  te  l]a.5Wumv practica ior  rchi^ir,- n,f.~w nP  f-n 

r"^1:^^.T^vtlVitir'(  ?'H "i110" Ütateü J!UTV''! °f Kl»" '^ ¿eitccV Compir o 

ír ínÍtcd c-l;;-, "VJ  M' ilfinU]ln    ;il]   b° P^^ed her, íro,. ,  otudy conducted with 
btrdon ^riâî f^ì^nt.,l blast furnace to .valúate IHK ,í( , blrjt-tenace 
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SIMIA RY 

Since the autwnn of 1971, metallised pelleta have be 
steel plant of Hamburger KtrM'-orke Omo!*, for their -noel 
the equipnont used für continuous fe.-diriA operations and 
applied are described, "he report concerns the- m^tallurf 
of melts smelted with notrllizod iron ore pelletn raid ,:iv 
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rda the improvement of 
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The  authors deacrihe  the conditions ander vhich the use of snon^e iron in bU*t 
furnaces or exectro-furnaces as * p^tial  fufc8titute for B,r*n bocorS X4•^ 
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Because io can be relied upon bo be fro.: u'x; hurvv-v. admixtures,  sponge iron is 
used in a number of countries for stoel-i:iahxny ir. idirnacos  ;í up  UT .".50  tons capacity. 
Tests and calculations have cho\m that the smelting ox  hot metallized pellets requires 
the emendi ture of lesa electric power than .inciting wibh cold scrap and that this 
advantage disappear? only where the slag factor risos  io a very hi^h level (G.Ü5 where 
the furnace efficiency ir: G.C).    In recent years s tuca es h uve been carried out in the 
USSil on the continuous smelting of hot (I00ü°l) ...ebailiscd (75-95/) pelle es in C.5 and 
lG-ton furnaces.    The  technical and econor.de indices oí' these tests are given in tho 
report. 

Experiments and calculations have shown f:rl prc-heatod charlea,  thüir decree of 
metallization, the slag factor and the specific cor.positicn of tho no bal,  deten dne the 
dimensions of the electric J. arnaco, ibs productivity, its efficient;,;  and the specific 
consumption of electric power, these relationships bei^y eirpressed by specific 
formulas;    it has "uQe;i sho'.m that a cubstanbial réduction in the consumption of electric 
power used in smelting, vrith a corresponding increase in the productivity of electric 
furnaces,  can be attained by the use oí hot rather  ¿han cold metcilisod pellets. 
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In the first part of the paper, brief coniente ?>.re pi'-en on the de 'elotment of 
prereduction in Spain.    The interest in prereduced product e is justifies? by the 
économie problems arising in scrap supply and fror, the fact that tpanioh scrap 
prices exceed those preveiling in other 3urope?;i countries.   The neper given 
consideration to raw u^.terials and other factors vhich nay aeterwint the production 
of prereduced materia?   as veil as the location of pocnible full-oca!© planto. 
Finally,   the ?oithors present the current research programme mi the subject of 
prereduction, which has recently been started by the rational Centre for Metallurgical 
Research (Centro ìfacional de Investigaciones Metalúrgicas - CSFlll), ard which vili 
last for four years. 
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The p«p#r «urvrye and discusses data (practical r>xperi«nce, productivity, 
ccïitvsnption,  *»tc.)   ^n th<p ue»» rf produits of iirect reduction in elc^tro-fumace 
et«*] -making. 

The data rcl&tr  t* an .^lctrical  stcel-wcrks whi^h has been operating for five 
yoars with a oh&rfc  of % P*r cent aponge iron,  and are r-nmpared with the data for 
arothtr «t^l-worke with the same layout and the aamc type of production operating 
with a nerml ^harf** of 100 per o*nt scrap. 

fh# iponge iron is obtained in a direct-reAueticn plant hy the Hyl (Mexico) 
process. 

The survey also «xisiines the probi«»:, of continuous throughput of sponge iron 
in th«Ql«ït3ro*£uîMW!# hy variou© processes. 
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This background paper outlines the nature, type and scope of technical assistance 

activities of UHIDO in the field of the iron and steel industry and also refers to the 

technical assistance projects concerning direct reduction proceses for the production 

of sponge iron. 

Reference has also been made to supporting activities of UNIDO in the field of the 

iron and steel industry including the proposed "Third Interregional Iron and fiteel 

Symposium" expectod to oe hold in Brasil during 197>.     The spectrum of activity in 

the above fields ia ao vide as it is interesting and challenging and UHIDO is striving 

to fulfil the demands made. 
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SUMMARY 

The only feature ooumon to all   the existing diroet reduction processes is  thfir 
preference  to melt  the hi^h metallised cpon&e iron  in arc  furnace:;.    The  three br»st 
known methods  for thie are the batch ^har^m,   procedo,   the  IRSIU proceri,  and tlvA 

Continelt process. 

Already from the mere description and diacuseion of  thuse processes,  it becoirss 
obvious that the Oontiiielt proceso bar; the ¿re?, te ut potential advantages.    This is 
mainly due to  the capability of this process to increase the furnace productivity 
by feeding and aolting    the aponte iron continuously and carrying out the metallurgical 
measures simultaneously.     Therefore the Contimit process  in investigated in detail 
from a theoretical and practical standpoint. 

The theoretical part uses for the  first time the results of a mathematical model. 
The influence of the main factors on the productivity and pov/er consumption ia 
investigated under defined conditions vhich are typical for the production of carbon 
steels in large arc furnaces.    Under these conditions the productivity of the 
conventional scrap melting arc furnace can be increased by up to 30 per cent.    The 
value of thic maximum and the corresponding sponge iron percentage- in the charse 
depends mainly on the duration of the reiriin,'. period of all-scrap practice.    Under 
the same conditions the power c. on r.ump ti on ic nli^htly increased with rising sponge 
iron ratios  in the charge.    The slope is mainly influenced by the gangue c intent of 
the sponpe. 

'The theoretical findings are compared with the actual  test results from 
5 different arc furnaces bein^ divided into t groups: 

Group A, characterized by a furnace tap weight of 90 to 135 t confirmo the theoretical 
results completely» as follovs: 

(a) The productivity is increased by up to ?C per cent over all-acrap practice« 
This maximum cux-resp^nds to 10 - 25 per cent sponge iron in the charge. 

(b) The power consumption is steadily and slightly increased with increasing 
sponge iron percentagec. 
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The  tert recultp o.  group B do not quite fit  into  the ne-.-.pc of the  theoretical 
prerequisite«, beciucc- the furnac    tar- weight in only -U' to 23 t.    The only 
productivity figure being available   for thir group indicate:' a productivity increaae 
an high ai: 45 per cent over ail-, crap pr/*icc.    In contrast  to group A,  the power 
conauEiption is 10 to 15 per cent below the all-scrap level at 20 to 30 per cent of 
sponge iron in the charge.    The explanation fur the different behaviour of large and 
small furnaces iü five;, in the paper. 

Further practical aepeetp, of the application of the Contimeli process are 
deecrib«d briefly.    Thin includes the choice of the most r.uitable continuous charging 
equipment.    In t'hiu connexion, reasons are given why the pravità feeding throu^i one 
or three holes of the furnace roof io preferable to slinger techniques through the 
furnace cidt wall or door. 

The theoretical and practical findings allow the following conclusions» 

(a) The Contiseli process is superior to all the other nponge iron melting 
processes including tho conventional all-scrap laeltinc. 

(b) The conversion costs are ¡aininized and lower than for alj-acrap h«ats in th* 
range 10 to 30 per cant of sponge in the charge.    In this range, the sponge 
iron haß ite hi^wst valu« which is above that of scrap. 

(c) Hifh percentages of éponge in ths charge are justified froiu a c»re eoet 
»tMiAp©int only if the Fe unit from sponge is cheaper tlian fro« scrap. 






